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-Hank Aaron Juts Homer 715, 
Osorio, Carr Cleared 
In Stock Fraud trial 
• V.' 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The White House made a total 
effort dating from the first days of the Nixon ad­
ministration to use the Internal Revenue Service and 
other federal agencies to control its political and 
ideological opponents, Sen. Lowell P. Weicker said Mon­
day- - , 
Weickler, R-Conn.; made public & flood of memos 
which he said showed the systematic abuse of the IRS, 
starting with the creation in 1969 of 9 secret task force 
to collect tax information on stalled activist groups. 
USING ANOTHER set of documents given the Senate 
Watergate committee, Weicker detailed what he said 
were 54 separate undercover investigations conducted 
for the White House by retired New York City detective 
Anthony T. Ulasewicz. 
They included three separate and unsuccessful 
attempts to link Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., to 
"wild parties" in California, Hawaii and Arizona. 
Memos to Senate 
Testifying before a joint session of three Senate sub­
committees investigating the extent of covert govern­
ment intelligence operations^ Weicker also produced 
documents indicating the White House had a strong in­
terest in the tax problems encountered by presidential 
friertds, evangelist Billy Graham and actor John Wayne.; 
WAYNE HAS sent a telegram to Weicker saying he 
never asked for or received IRS favors. 
Weicker advised Wayne in a telegram to take his com­
plaints to the White House and said he was sending the 
actor the memos in which White House aides John W. 
Dean III and John Caulfield discussed his tax dif­
ficulties. 
Weicker produced what he said was an IRS memti that 
showed that Ronald Reagan, now California's 
Republican governor, was assessed $13,091 in taxes 
owed for the years 1962 through 1965. 
- THE MEMO showed Wayne had been assessed $287,- ' 
331 in taxes owed in 1966 alone. Other years for whidh 
.•deficiency figures were given showed much smaller 
totals. 
Specific comparison tax audit information also watf 
> supplied the White House on entertainers Prank Sinatra, 
Sammy Davis Jr., Fred MacMurray, Peter Lawford, 
i;- Jerry Lewis, Richard Boone, and on Lucille Ball and her 
husband, Gary Morton, the memos showed. 
Weicker said the IRS memo on, the formation of the' 
special intelligence task force discussed various means 
- by which the tax laws could be used to attack what |t 
described variously as activist, ideological, radical, 
. militant or subversive groups. * 
Thememo, signed by D.O. Virdin, added: "We do ndt 
wa(it the news media to be alerted to what we are 
attempting to do or how we are operating because dis* 
closure of such information might embarrass the Ad-. 
~ ministration:.." - ~;r „. 
DALLAS (UPI) — Former high ranking 
Texas officials Waggoner Carr and John 
Osorio and Dallas businessman David 
Hoover all were acquitted of conspiracy 
and fraud charges Monday in cases spring­
ing from the 1971 Sharpstown stock scan­
dals. 
"I feel that I have 
name," Carr said. 
now cleared my 
k: 
A former attorney general of Texas, he 
was found not guilty of four counts of 
fraud, conspiracy and filing false reports 
to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Com­
mission . 
'-r- The indictments were politically 
motivated, he said again Monday after the 
eight-man, four-woman jury returned its 
verdict to be read by U.S. Dist. Judge 
Robert M. Hill. 
THE JURY had deliberated 14 hours 
Saturday and Monday, capping a three-
week trial in which the government had in­
troduced hundreds of exhibits and called 
numerous witnesses. 
The indictments against Carr were 
handed down by a grand jury at a time 
when John Mitchell, President Nixon's ap­
pointee as U.S. attorney general, had 
"turned the Department of Justice into a 
political machine," Carr said. 
He said he would return to his home at 
Austin and seek to re-establish his law 
practice. 
"I don't know that I would ever run for 
office'again, but if I do, then the voters 
will decide," Carr said. "A man my age 
has to think first of supporting his 
family." 
Osorio, former Texas insurance com­
missioner, said, "I am pleased that the 
jury was able to work through the per­
jured testimony in this case and were able 
to reach a nojt guilty verdict." 
OSORIO is free on an appeals bond from 
an AmariTio court conviction in 
Sharpstown-related matters 'Another case* 
against him also is pending in Houston, 
site of the collapsed empire of Frank 
Sharp. 
Hoover, the businessman charged with 
one count of fraud, said he was "grateful" 
at being found not guilty. 
Joseph Lawitz, a maintenance engineer, 
was foreman of the jury which heard the 
complex case in Judge William M. Taylor 
Jr.'s court. Lawitz handed the verdicts to 
Judge Hill, substituting for Taylor, who 
had been called out of the city Monday on 
other business. • 
Carr and Osorio had been accused of 
fraudulently borrowing $880,000 on un­
registered stock of RIQ International In­
dustries, Inc., and other counts. 
Faculty Senate Requests 
Changes in TA Program 
Warmer, i . 
W a r m e r  t e m p e r ­
atures and fair skies 
are forecast for Tues­
day, with southeast­
erly winds 6 to 16 
m.p.h. The high Tues­
day should be in the 
low 80s with the low 




and killed them. ' 
Another defendant, David Owen Brooks, 19, is charged with 
four of the deaths and is due to be tried after Henley. Brooks ha? 
been subpoenaed as a defense witness in the current hearing and 
The allegation by Will Gray came at a pretrial hearing which was being held Monday in tta Bexar County jail, Sheriff Bill; 
opened here Monday for Elmer Wayne Henley, who is charged Hauck said. X . . ' I 
SAN ANTONIO (AP.) — A defense lawyer for a 17-year-old 
youth charged in the Houston mass murders said Monday an 
assistant district attorney had conspired with a now-fired jail 
guard to incriminate his client. 
with murder in six of the 27 deaths of teen-aged youths discovered 
last August in Houston. 
The trial was shifted to" San Antonio on a change of venue. Dist. 
Judge Preston Dial has not set a trial date. 
GRAY TOLD the judge that he would attempt to prove Tuesday 
that ex-jailer Robert Weidner conspired with Don Lambright, a 
Hoj^on gssistaoi ^tj-ict attorney, .to gatlj? 
prosecpftoii. j ; '"" 
lawyers and passed it on to Lambright. Lambright denied Gray's 
allegations. v , 
Gray said he might also put Henley on the stand to testify about 
the alleged incident. 
WEIDNER WAS fired as a guard at the Harris County 
(Houston) jail after he was indict$d in an unrelated sodomy case 
involving another prisoner. After he was fired it was learned that 
Weidner had posed Henley for a photographer in his jail cell, then 
sent the photos to a California lawyer. 
Gray said he expected also to fHe a hidYion for a change of 
venue Tuesday. 
Monday .Dist. Atty. Carol Vance of Houston presented 
testimony "by Pasadena detective Sidney Smith about a piece of 
rope found tied around two of the victims. 
Vance did so to bolster an oral confession Henley gave to 
Pasadena officers three days after his arrest last year. 
GRAY OBJECTED to the rope testimony, saying Smith should 
have brought it up at a pretrial hearing in January in Houston. 
Henley was arrested last Aug. 8 after he shot Dean A. Corll, 33, 
following an, all-night sex and drug party at Corll's home. The 
killing was ruled justifiable homicide. 
Police said that Corll was the leader of a homosexual ring 
which lured youths with the promises of parties, then tortured 
HENLEY'S CASE was transferred here in January by Houston: f 
Dist. Judge William Hatten after a three-week pretrial hearing-s 
Gray said he would ask Judge Dial who got the case here Qi) a f 
change of venue, to transfer it out of San Antonio. Gray saig tHere § 
was-just as much prejudiced publicity here as in Houston. 
1 Dial Monday heard Arguments by the state and the defense on 
t «ihe^dmissibilityt^ffl4ae{1ieia4'and'one writtfemjtatemeBtettenley 
following,fiis arif&tlOTi" Afi 
tten ruled that the statements 
voluntarily given but did not say if they met Texas requirements < 
for introduction to the jury. Under Texas law, oral confessions, to ? 
be admissible, must lead police to physical evidence. 
ONLY FOUR OF the nine oral statements are directly con­
nected to the victim in this case, Charles Cobble, 17, whose body -
was found along with those of 16 other victims in a boat shed near | 
Houston. • : / 
Vance set off a reaction fron> the dcfjwt when he told of a plan j 
to bolster one of the-oral statements gtel^y-gave to officers with • 
some new evidence. 
In the Houston hearing two Pasadena detectives testified 
Henley told them of sexual tortures, suffered by the victims. 
Monday, Vance sAid the officers remembered, after that hear­
ing, that Henley had also tpld them of a special kind of rope used ^ 
to bind the hands of the victims. The rope was exactly the same 
kind of rope used by Corll's employer, Houston Lighting and ] 
Power Co., Vance said. 
In futile objections to testimony about the rope Gray said ^ 
neither of the officers made any mention of this at the time of the ^ 
Houston hearing. "I asked them not on one, but on a dozen oc­
casions if they had related everything the defendant had told 






By GAIL BURRIS 
Texan Staff Writer 
A proposal requesting University Presi­
dent Stephen H. Spurr "to act immediate­
ly to correct inequities" in the teaching 
assistant program was passed Monday by 
the Faculty Senate. 
"We are asking for attention to a 
problem which is recognized by everyone, 
and is a great injustice," said Dr. James 
Sledd, professor of English and author of 
the resolution. 
He explained that TAs are required to 
teach two courses and take three graduate 
courses, and "that's an overload." 
The recommendation did not specify 
solutions to the problem, although Sledd 
said the obvious solutions were to reduce 
the number of hours TAs teach or the 
number of hours they enroll in. 
"ALL PROPOSALS concerning TAs der 
pend on money, and only President Spurr 
can do something about that," Sledd said. 
He emphasized that Faculty Senate 
"passage of the recommendation would 
convince Spurr that the faculty as a whole 
4s concerned about the situation and could 
possibly result in positive action. 
In a letter of. explanation submitted to 
the Senate, Sledd said he is "convinced 
that not all the' nine hours of required 
course work have been in what are called 
4wwl!:. miirsos ^ .... » •>»£?..• 
recommendation was passed with only a 
few dissentions. 
In other action, the Senate voted to send 
three proposals concerning ethnic 
minorities back to the Committee on* 
Minority Representation in the University 
Community. 
The first proposal recommended that a 
special fund be created for the recruit­
ment and support of ethnic minority facul^ 
ty members. This fund would be separate 
from, regiflar departmental budgets and 
would be used in addition to normal., 
recruiting practices. 
DR. IRA ISGOE, professor of psy­
chology and education and director of the 
Counseling-Rsychological Services 
Center, said,/"I view this as an "affir­
mative action. This fund, could be used as 
risk money to attract ethnic minorities." 
Dr. Baxter Womack, professor of elec­
trical  engineering,  opposed the 
recommendation, saying, ""fhis is a clear 
case of double standards. We would be put­
ting ourselves in a position of accepting 
people of lesser quality." 
The second proposal sent back t<a com- . 
mittee supported the idea of an Ethnic 
Studies Center, and the third recommend­
ed space be provided to house the center. 
. „ , , , .^ THE ETHNIC STUDIES Center would" 
5real courses ( ' V; combine all ethnic studies programs.in an 
- He said "phony courses" are used Which -academic home" said Dr. Miguel 
require no, >voi;k and thus relieye TA Gonzalez-Gerth, associate professor of 
workload. Spanish and Portuguese. :v V 
He also said iHe faculty has profited Iscoe said, "Asking for abuilding now is 
from the nine-hour requirement by asking for trouble, unless you want a nice 
little building isolated on 28th Street." 
.Dr.  E.B.  Allaire,  professor of  
philosophy, said, "It's dangerous to 
propose a center which implies the pur­
pose of recruiting minorities to this un» 
generating mo,re money from tuition fees 
for faculty salaries. §p ' 
; DR. PHILIP SCHMIDT, Assistant 
. prolgssor,of mechahi<;a|l engineering, said, 
"Our TAsj^riri the front-line troops. They r 
Jav« mor^ out-of-class responsibility for ' rversity < is) to study themselves." 
ftudents than jpitlpfessors." . •*. Gonzales-Gerth denied that they were 
to setup a committee to study trying to Segregate minorities in an Ethnic 
th^.^ Studies Center^ -




University Showcase, with more than 
70 exhibits of teaching, research and 
public service activities at the Univer­
sity, opens Tuesday in the Union 
Building. ^ 
The theme for Showcase '74 is "Fan­
tasy, Fact and Future," illustrating 
that through yesterday's imagination 
and today's  research comes 
tomorrow's reality.. 
Showcase '74 will honor 15 outstan­
ding engineering alumni selected by 
the College of Engineering, who will 
open the 1974 Showcase with a ribbon-
cutting ceremony at 11 a.m. Tuesday. 
"Visitors to Showcase this year will 
see a varied and interesting array of 
displays set up by the Computation 
Center and the Department of Com­
puter Sciences, the Department of 
Spanish-Portuguese, the UT Marine 
Science Institute and many others," 
Mrs. Brucie Taylor, administrative 
assistant to the Texas Union, said Mon­
day. 
The exhibits represent the combined 
efforts ,of University faculty and 
students to display a sample of work 
within their departments. Exhibits in 
elude a collection of photographs from 
1840 to 1900, a 30-foot glider, computer^ 5 
terminals and a sailplane. } . ~lmu, 
Showcase '74, which is open to the *, 
public without change, Will continue 
through Saturday. 
A motion 1 ft 
was di 






• •- - • ' -4T*xch> Sfoff Ptwtebffoul Colap* 
Showcase glider is carried to the Union Building to hang from the celling* 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••( 
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—T«M* Staff HMI* bf 
Parkl and riders are not as plentiful as hoped. 
SENIORS-April 12 
Is the Deadline For Purchasing 
Your Cap & Gown 
Ternus^ 
%Park and Ride 
i Attack the "pootaad ride" «pw* teMWMlailmjM 
-.Kjfca* «»famnrdnr** —r*wt*. *»« 
,̂ :ta endnate the system, Joe Tern**, (Erector of the Urban 
W-TmmpmUtkm Department. said Monday. 
"We fed like it needs to be in effect two to ibiM ia0Qjjg$ 
before any serious change*should be made," be said. ?, 
Approximately CO people a day have been riding the live 
Maes, a disappointment to the department, wbicb had expected 
109 passengers daily. ' ~ 
"Mmg in the twinee area ismt» oiiieai o Asctnr as 
say, in Dallas," said Teams. 
He said be feels that President Ntxoo's statement that the 
energy "crisis'' has now become a "problem" is another factor 
hi the system's slow acceptance, because much of the public 
does not believe that energy problems exist. 
Ten** said that educating the poWic about the benefits of the 
"park and ride" program will solve many of its problems. 
To acquaint Aostinites with the system, the department has 
begun a publicity program with a strong news media emphasis. 
Sarveys for possibly improving the existing system will begat 
next week. A similar program for Sooth Austin also is being 
considered. • 
"Park and ride" buses leave from the Fox Twin Theatre 
parking lot every 15 minutes between 7 and 9 a.m. and retnrn 
between 4 and 6 p.m. 
A total of six stops, are made in the University and Capitol 
areas and downtown. 
Fares are 30 cents each way, and parking is free. Commuters 




By Zodiac News Service 
First there was 
-'Mcnopoty/' die game for the 
whole family, and now there's 
" Anti-Monopoly." 
The Computer Industry 
Association Co. of Encino, 
Calif, has come out with its 
own game to challenge the 
favorite from Parker 
Brothers.  In "Anti-
Monopoly," players don't 
build hotels or acquire 
railroads: They "Trust bust." 
The Grimier is the one who 
spends the least amount of 
money to obtain the most 
antitrust indictments. ^ 
In The Sporting Goods 
Dept. On The Street Floor 
University 
Co-Op 
Onflow frw parking witbjbrehaMtf 12»r -
nor*. 







-Texan Staff Ptwt* by David WM 
some are finding it convenient. •;* 
Tb* Te»as Stnd< 
Ptffl&afioM tW) 
.pointed a task force to 
Investigate the validity and 
enforceability of the trust 
agreementregardingade-
quacy of consideration 
tendered to TSP, Inc., and 
other iegiatl qaestions," 
minutes from the board's last 
meeting' state. 
TSP did hot, contrary to The 
Texan's Monday report, select 
the task force to investigate 
the feasibility of legal action 
agaiiist the University System 
Board of Regents if 
negotiations on the student 
services fee controversy fail. 
Also, the chairperson of the 
committee is Sarah Schatt-
man, not Councilman Bob 
Binder as reported Monday. 
Binder is a member of the 
committee along with John 
Bender, Ronnie Franklin and 
Mike Wilson. 





Dr, Kenneth W. Prescott, a 
Ford Foundation executive, 
was named chairman of the 
University Department of Art 
Monday by Dr. Peter Garvie. 
dean of the College of Fine 
Arts. 
Prescott, program officer 
of the Ford Foundation's Divi 
sion of Humanities. and the 
Arts, will succeed Prof. Ralph 
White, acting chairman of the 
department, on Sept. 1. 
Garvie, who made the an­
nouncement at a meeting of 
the art department faculty, 
said Prescott "has the widest 
possible knowledge about U.S. 
studio art.'' 
Although formally educated 
as a zoologist, Prescott has 
worked in the field of museum 
art for the East 20 years. 
Prescott has been director 
of the New Jersey State 
Museum, managing director 
of the Academy of Natural 
Sciences of Philadelphia, 
" director of the Kansas City 




CLASSES: JUNE 17 — JULY 22 
A/»nropoi097 * Art History • ttilitn 
Ctrtmraf C«*<w«*ion . Pooling . Cinema 
Sculpture 
• Stfyscv* Archaeology Program 
TRBflfTY COLLEGE/ROME CAMPUS 
Of Bof0*r, & P*»r>tet. Jt . Di'ector 
WSftf&Q C<3i*rt;"06l06 ~ 
{203} 527-3151. Ext. 218 
-TO PLACE A TEXAN 
CLASSIFIED AD 
CALL 471-5244 
professor  in  an inter­
disciplinary program at Tem­
ple University. 
He is an art consultant to 
the Kennedy Galleries in New 
York City and is a former con-
sul tant  to  the Harry S.  
Truman Library Museum and 
the Washington and Lee 
University Museum. 
Prescott recently conducted 
a survey for the Ford Founda­
tion on the teaching of studio 
art in the United States which 
resulted in the-foundation's 
adoption of a program of 
massive financial support for 
studio art in private and 
public art schools. 
He is the author of several 
books on art and ornithology. 
use 
It'll make dents in 
UT Interaction Committee 
will present 
An Informal Discussion with 
Jacques Barzun 
" " University Professor and 
Former Provost of Columbia 
University 
Friday, April 12 at 1:00 
4:00 P.M. 
Sign Up 
Union Rm. 342 
We've been telling you for some time 
now how great it is to use Pocket pictures 
tot postcards All you've got to do, we said, 
is address the picture, put oo a 10e stamp 
and write a little something on the back. 
With what? Good question. If you Write 
with a ball-point pgn, press lightly so you" 
won't make creases in the front of the 
picture. If you use a felt-tip pen, be sure 
to let the ink dry, lest the words smear. 
To tell you the truth, we've found that the 
best thing to use is the great old American 
fountain pen. It will help you save face 
... the telephone, that Is, 
and call 
471-1865.. 
for complete details 
and all the information 
about the big 
ROUND-UP 
EDITION 
THE DAILY TEXAN 
to be published 
FRIDAY, 
APRIL 19, 1974 
Six models to choose front Prices start at less than $23 
'££•4 1' 
Kodak pocket Instamaticr cameras. 
• FRATERNITY CARNIVAL 
• MARATHON DANCE . 
• UT SWEETHEART 
• COWBOY BBQ 
• ROUND-UP PARADE 
• PLUS MUCH, MUCH MORE! 
Call THE DAILY TEXAN Advertising Department at 471-1865 and let one of our Adv. ; 
salespersons help you plan your ad for this special ROUND-UP EDITION. You will reach >, 
well over 36,000 potential customers. Your ad should be in there ... give us a call todayl •; 
M-
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Kenneth W. Prescott 
The Center for Asian Studies & 
T^e School of Architecture 
present 
a public lecture 
(illustrated with slides) by 
MR. C.P. ANDRADE 
on 
"Urban Forms and the Environment 
Planning for the Greater Calcutta 
Metropolitan Region in India" 
BEB 52 
3:00 
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By PATSY LOCHBAUM f?S 
Texan Staff Writer •$>£ 
Qne of two University/^ 
pilots, Lawrence "Johnny"! 
Madsen, said Monday he had 
"no reason to doubt" System 
usage of one owned and one 
leased Beech Air King planes 
"was anything less than what, 
it was meant to be. 
"As far as I know, even 
though I don't always have the 
names of all my passengers, 
every flight is on University 
business,''..Madsen said. 
University System failure to 
keep a complele flight log on 
the plane leased from Univer­
sity of Texas Foundation, Inc. 
— a possible violation of the 
current appropriations bill — 
meant that all flight records 
were in flight request forms 
or in the pilot's log. 
"THE ONLY federal 
regulation to keep a log on a 
privately owned plane is bas­
ed on Federal Aviation Agen­
cy standards and kept for the 
pilot's own use,'' Madsen said. 
"I log dates, hours flown, 
destinations, type of equip­
ment and the Office that re­
quested the flight" 
Madsen, a pilot since 1969, 
said he flies an average of 
four or five days per week. 
"Sometimes we make seven 
or eight flights per day, and I 
havp flowrn as many as 12 days 
in a* row at a particularly busy 
time of the year," he said. 
Because of University 
System policy Madsen could 
Blood Drive To initiate 
IFC Round-Up Activities 
This year's Round-Up, April 15 to 20, will 
feature a blood drive, a street party, a car­
nival, a barbeque and the annual Silver Spurs 
dance marathon. 
Round-Up is sponsored by the Interfrater-
nity Council (IFC). 
A blood drive, jointly sponsored by Sigma 
Chi fraternity and Zeta Tau Alpha sorority, 
will start the week-long activities. The drive 
will last from 3 to 6 p.m. April 15. That night 
at 7:30 p.m., Zeta Beta Tau fraternity will 
stage a torchlight run from Mt. Bonnell to the 
University, i signifying the beginning of 
Round-Up. 
A skeet-shooting tournament at 2 p.m. 
April 16 will be sponsored by IFC. The open 
tournament will be held on the skiet range on 
FM 2222. A beer wagon will be provided. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity will host a 
two-day carnival on its lawn, 2414 Pearl St., 
beginning at 1:30 p.m. Aprl 17. At 9 p;m., Tex-
PIRG will hostapartyalThe BlKfc®t,725»W:~ 
23rd St.,^featuring live bands. 
A chug and pedal contest will highlight the 
second day of Sigma Alpha Epsilon's carnival 
during the afternoon on April 18. At 9 p.m., 
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity will present 
"Hot Nuts" at a dance in the Womeh's 
Federation Building on 24th Street. Tickets 
will be $5 per person, including unlimited 
beer. 
The Texas Cowboy Barbeque will be from 
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. April 19 north of the Union 
Building. Tickets will be $1.75. From 3 to 6 
p.m., Sigma Alpha Epsilon will host a street 
party featuring "Zeus". Hotdogs and beer 
will be sold. 
The Silver Spur dance marathon will begin 
in Gregory Gym at 7:30 p.m. April 19 with 
dancing continuing the next day. 
A 2 a.m. breakfast April 20 hosted by the 
Union will feature "Daddy Doo-wah and the 
Wadells" on the Union Patio. Activities will 
-' conclude with the Round-Up parade at l p.m. 
Impeachment Committee Counsel 
To Present Lecture Thursday 
not divulge specifics jabout < 
University flights. u* 
"To keep rnisinforhiaUon to 
a minimum it has become our 
policy to let information come 
only from one source," he 
said. "Flight request forms 
logging destination, agency 
using the plane and cost of the 
flight are kept as a record," 
he said. 
If state officials need more 
information about flights than 
the System has on record,' 
they can go to the pilot, accor­
ding to University System 
Regent Frank Erwin. 
"No one has ever question­
ed me about flights made on 
University business," Madsen 
s&fl. "The matter just has 
never come up." 
Referring to legislative in­
vestigation into forming a 
state air fleet, Madsen said 
such a system might actually 
be less economical than the 
present system. 
"The flexibility of being 
able to operate on the basis of 
individual need rules out time 
wasted waiting for a plane to 
be available," he said. "The 
cost of lodging for the group 
waiting for one passenger's 
meeting the next morning 
equals the inconvenience to 
the rest of the passengers. 
"Costs need to be reduced, 
but I don't think this is the 
way to do it," Madsen said. 
Testimony of state agency 
representatives owning or 
leasing planes will be analyz-
ed when the new Hobse ap-. 
propriations aviation subcom­
mittee meets at the conclu­
sion of the Constitutional 
Convention. 
*r County CoirinslssVbher 
Richard Moya- asked for and 
received a one-week delay;• 
Monday in Commissioners 
Court action on absentee 
voting substations. ,; _ i 
At Moya's request, an 
"emergency meeting" of 
commissioners will be held at 
8:30 a.m. Wednesday to con­
tinue discussion on the sub­
stations. 
Commissioner David 
Samuelson moved to request a 
representative from each of 
the three political parties 
(Democratic, Raza Unida, 
and Republican) appear at the 
Wednesday meeting. The mo? 
tion passed unanimously. 
Moya said after the meeting 
he had asked for the emergen­
cy meeting "at the request of 
some of the other com­
missioners." •, 
He add£o the com­
missioners will discuss the 
number and locations of the 
proposed substations at the 
meeting. "Some of the com­
missioners feel that we don't 
have the right to determine 
the locations of the sub­
stations, but I disagree," he 
said. 
Moya said establishment of 
the proposed substations 
should be approved next week 
if some of the aspects are 
cleared up in the Wednesday 
meeting. 
Presently there are no 
-absentee voting substations in„ 
Travis County available for 
voters. Absentee voters must % 
go to the County Courthouse to' 
cast their ballots, t 
JrT^Uim gg 
o« this day ••och«* me.£|how things 
are I ' ' - -
' being lovely,j •lysiv* 
minute by minute it go«t/ , >• 
it stoy* never the same J/t • 
with it* motion of heavy particular 
clouds . ' , 
I am one s,' v' , • t 
being 
CELLULOID ESCAK 
Dreaded darknen close* On my *pirMA ;' 
'like the predator stalking.I(• prty^-j 
' Ilk* the'rabbit avoiding \ 
ikft • AVMAM#'* UuMMAII* ... the serpent'* hypnotic Sftorfc/ 
my eye* seek refuge:; 
from the part of self 
that seeks my doorn|fi|5 
'possessed;* 
in it * way exht* to thwart the beast. 
Near the street thin branches weigh -
new clusters of mountain laurel 
v ' .V •' i. " r ' 
this day 
comes 
up to something ' 
new. 
Pale lavender presences r: " ^ 
the moment 
shadowed 




to make ». 
the sun 
come nip. 
sun fall: to re 
-Call (looking to that red horizon 
what is " 
there 
is here 
— Michael Waddell 
Celluloid bandages' bind'the wound* 
from which my essence flows, ; 
'• 
Movie theaters become havens 
to hide in from inabilities t ° ' 
to feel; to cry, to be» 4 ^ 
Watching the emotions of others ' ' 
flicker on the giant screen 
becomes a spiritual transfusion \ 
that sparks feelings again in me, 
Settling in the healing chair, 
I chant a moviegoer's p/ayer: _ 
Oh please, 
turn down the lights " ' 
so f can't see 
how alone I am - ' 1 
— James Dunlap 
. •••. 
Information concerning cs.n> > 
- . tributioni to the weekly Ars Poetica 
column ihould be directed to Molly 
Stafford, 471-4591. 
i i " " V * .  '  rK'r* \  
Albert E. Jenner Jr., chief 
minority counsel to the House 
Judiciary Committee which is 
considering impeachment of 
President Nixon, will speak on 
"Watergate" at 1 p.m. Thurs­
day in the Charles I. Francis 
Auditorium in Townes Hall. 
Sponsored by the Law 
School Board of Advocates, 
Jenner's public {ecture is the 
latest in the year-long Henry 
Strasburger Trial Advocacy 
Series. 
Jenner was chief counsel to 
the Warren Commission in­
vestigating the assassination 
of former President John F. 
Kennedy and counsel to the 
Eisenhower Commission on 
the Causes and Prevention of 
Violence in the United States. 
The attorney is a former 
president of the American 
College of Trial Lawyers and 
has been a member of the 
board of directors of the 
Lawyers Committee for Civil 
Rights Under the Law since 
1963. Jenner received his 
bachelor's and law degrees at 
the University of Illinois. 




D. WYLIE JORDAN, M.D. 
Announces the opening of his office 
for the practice of 
PSYCHIATRY 
The Jefferson Professional Building 
1600 West 38th, Suite 426 
451-5588 \ 
College Council of Humanities 
Is selecting new representatives 
If you are interested in 
representing your department 
sign up for interviews in WMOB 206A 
Interviews April 8-12 WMOB 206A 9-5 p.m. 
JOSEPH BLINDERMAN, M.D. 
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING 
OF HIS OFFICE FOR THE PRACTICE 
OF 
PSYCHIATRY 










9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Freel 
37 DAYS IN EUROPE: 
MAY 31 - JULY 6, 1974 
ACCREDITED FOR 3 SEMESTER HOURS IN 
ART 309, 376.3, or 386 
TAUGHT BY 
DR. TERENCE GRIEDER 
ASSOCIA TE PROFESSOR 
DEPARTMENT OF ART 
UNIVERSITY OF fEXAS AT AUSTIN 
N« amount of book learning can substitute for personal ac 
quaintance with the great monument* of the European culture; 
Thin courw.Reflect* the belief that first-hand experience of ouf 
cultural heritage, under the guidance of a trained and experienced 
observer, is basic to a genuine education." 
ALL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS MADE BY r j£- ' • - • • •• - • • <- .I--.,-,, 
MERIT TRAVEL 
2200 GUADALUPE f SECOND LEVEL) 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78705, (512) 478-3471 
'&?. for turthw informitton plmasa contact " 
DR. QRIEDER OR MERIT TRAVEL 
(.BENIGN NEGLECT? 
UT STUDENT CONFERENCE 
ON LATIN AMERICA 
Conference Schedule 
Friday, 12 April 1974, Main Auditorium, Joe C. 
Thompson Conference Center 
9:30 a.m. THOMAS C. MANN, FORMER ASST 
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INTER-
AMERICAN AFFAIRS. "DEMOCRATIC 
THOUGHT: THE LATIN AMERICAN 
• .. CASE" • 
10:45-11:15 R. Escalante, Bolivia's Ambitious Targets 
11:15-11:45 A. Lucas, Multinational Corporations and Imperialism in 
-.Latin America  ̂
1:30- 2:00 J. McDowell, The Cristero Rebellion of Mexico - A 
Sociological Approach 
2K)0- 2:30 T. Wheeler,̂ Military Civic Action in Latin America 
2:30- 3:00 V. Castro, Imperialism and Ideological Penetration through 
the Mass Media 
3:15- 3:45 K. Winkler, U.S. - Brazilian Relations 1961-1964; A Clash of 
Interests 
3:45- 4:15 D. Davies, Cuban Economic Dependence: The U.S. in the Past 
and the Soviet Union in the Present 
4:15- 4:45 R. Villamizar, Agrarian Industrial Colonialism Aspects of the 
U . S .  I n f l u e n c e  i n  C o l o m b i a  ̂  ~  ~ Z \  -  -  ~  
8 p.m. HACKETT MEMORIAL LECTURE ;, 
"JULIO COTLER, PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY AT THE COLEGIO DE , 
MEXICO, FORMER EDITQR OFSOCfEDAD YPOUTfCA (LIMA; 
S-̂ ERU). FORCED INTO EXILE BY THE PERUVIAN GOVERNMENT  ̂
"POLITICAL PROSPECTS IN THE LATIN AMERICAN FUTURE" 




It's a Natural 
• • . • .•'i'-i. • 'i*. 
A great-looking pantsuit that 
Mays that way through a busy 
da), doesn't wrinkle, washes 
and drvs in a jiff! Perfect for 
Spring traveling and Summer 
vacations or school or tvork 
or just about anything. In 
natural tones or blue or pink," 
Sizes 5 to 13. $20. 











Qon't wait 'til the tail 
end 
to qet in on Round-llp. 
CALL 471-1865 
NOW 
for complete Info 
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v On Tuesday, March 26 the Planning Commission's Zoning committee 
made what appeared to be a precedent setting decision toward the sur­
vival of Lake Austin. The ruling came on the proposed 163-unit 
"Williamsport" high density housing development, which would have 
located directly underneath beautiful Mt. Bonnell. After hearing 
testimony from representatives of more than 100 (Citizens the committee 
voted 5-0 to turn the permit down. Zoning committee members listed the 
immense density of the project on the lake as the primary factor in their 
decision. 'As one elderly resident had put it, granting the permit would 
have "opened the door wide open to the rapid deterioration of Lake., 
Austin." '• 
NOW, ONLY ONE WEEK after that decision, Austin's City Council is to 
consider a proposal which will by definition have a far greater impact on 
the lake. On this project the environmental outlook is less sanguine. 
The development in question is the so-called Wilding project located 
north and west of City Park. Wilding is unquestionably the biggest 
building scheme ever to hit the Austin areacovering an area of over 3,500 
acres and including a minimum of 11,500 dwelling units for approximately 
30,000 persons. The development's primary problem is this: as presently 
planned the development fronts the north side of Lake Austin for about 
two and a half miles. The environmental impact of 30,000 people residing 
in the Panther Hollow valley basin has to be substantial. One reasons the 
council damn well better consider. Wilding's impact soberly and well, or 
Lake Austin could quickly resemble Town Lake.., _ 
INCREDIBLY, NO EMPLOYE or department at City Hall has under­
taken an impact drainage study of the Wilding project—which comes up 
for water district approval this coming Thursday. Instead the city has 
relied exclusively on findings prepared by the developers of Wilding. The 
firm, funded and owned by former Gov. Allan Shivers and a score of lob­
byists and legislators, promised The Texan and several others a copy of 
their impact statement on the Friday just passed. On. Friday, represen­
tatives of Southern Living and Leisure, the developers, indicated they 
would release the study Monday. 
. O n  M o n d a y  S o u t h e r n  L i v i n g  a r i d  L e i s u r e  a t t o r n e y  T o m  L e o n a r d  a n d  
"developer in charge" Lawrerice.Smith declined to release the statement, 
saying it cottfd be. "taken out.$ context.'' 
LEONARD SAID the document ^originally drafted involved an impact 
assessment for a 17,000-home development, which was Wilding's initial 
proposal. He said the statement does not apply to the presently proposed 
11,500 honnes. The study, he said, is for "in house use only.'' 
Apparently the city's Environmental Board has received similar con­
sideration. Board members have yet to receive the plan, with the excep­
tion of. city environmental director Stuart Henry, who received it as a 
"personal favor" from the Wilding developers. Henry said he is not at 
liberty to release the impact statement, but did say the study primarily 
concerns land use, but not "too much" on drainage into Town Lake. 
THE TEXAN SERIOUSLY questions the conduct of Southed Living 
and Leisure Inc. and the City of Austin. On a development that will 
profoundly affect Travis County's Hill Country — and specifically the 
quality of Lake Austin — the city has not even consulted its environmental 
board. To its discredit Southern Living and Leisure is seeking city ap­
proval for creation of a special water district, but is less than open on the 
project's impact on the lake. The city council should u^.er a decision on 
the Wilding project pending an independent environmental appraisal by 
the city, or admit that it simply does not care what happens to Lake 
Austin. Either way, it's long past time that Austin's city government 
seriously questioned its approach to land use on our Hill Country lakes. 
— M.E. 







for the HL 
'Some people go too far* 
!* - By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN 
e 1974 The Washington Post-King Features 
Syndicate 
; WASHINGTON — The peculiarities of 
the Nixon administration are such that, 
during the same period of time it was 
bugging everyone in the telephone book, it 
"was also trying to put two of the richest 
men in America in jail for wiretapping. In 
fact, it is still trying to convict H.L. Hunt's 
sons. Bunker and Herbert, who are ac­
cused of hiring private detectives to listen 
in on some of the Hunts' executives' phone 
^conversations. 
; The. Hunts maintain their innocence, 
although the detectives concerned in this 
bizarre affair involving tens of millions of 
dollars have either pleaded guilty or been 
convicted. Two have gone to jail; three, 
including a phone company employe, have 
received suspended sentences; while the 
. Hunts have had their case thrown out on 
the grounds that, the evidence against 
them was improperly collected. But the 
government is appealing, so these two 
brothers, each reputed to be a billionaire, 
may still be brought to the prisoner's 
dock. 
The madness begins 
The story of this madness begins in 1969, 
when H.L.'s nephew, Tom Hunt, who also 
is a senior executive of the Hunt Oil Com­
pany, noticed that H.L.H. Foods — no 
^relation to 
' money, lots of* it 
Hey buddy! Wanna go for a ride? 
Oh, I thought we'd buzz on down to the Lutcher Center for dinner. I've 
had a hankering for some of that diicklin' a l'orange ever since the big 
bash when,wre decided to screw The Texan. Mighty tasty. 
Whadda ya"mean drive? I'll give my chauffeur the night off, an' we'll 
take the Air King. It's a real beaut. Orange and white, y'know, and a 
deelux interior. We're putting in a wet bar in July. Stewardesses, too. I 
met this little doll on my way back from the Mardi Gras conference and 
told her that I'd ... Huh? Oh thank you. boy, another Cutty on the rocks, a 
double this time. Hook 'em. 
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL? Hell, I do the authorizin' around here, 
ain't that right, boy? Here's a pass to the Arkansas game. I mean what's 
the point of bein' part of the System if you can't show your friends a good 
time. You work for the System and the System'll work for you, I always 
say. Just leave everything to yer ol' buddy. We've got this little system 
worked out, y'see. After the Legislature passed that bill sayin' we gotta 
keep full logs on all our flights, some of the boys got together an set up 
this University Foundation. A 'charitable organization' they call it. That 
means they get to write off anything they 'donate' to the foundation. So 
my pal the (wink) Anonymous Donor buys us another Air King, just like 
the one owned by the University, but get this, we don't have to put down 
the passenger list on the foundation plane. So let's go, ma friend. Bombe 
pralinee, here I come. 
The old plane? That's-easy, we're selling it this summer. Get a better 
price y'know, after all the ruckus settles down. Why I wouldn't be sur­
prised if Anonymous Donor don't want to buy a new one for himself, what 
with his old one bein' used, for University business and all. We'll give him 
a good price, too. Bring the bottle. 
NOBODY UNDERSTANDS ME like you do, mah friend. You're not like 
all those snotty nosed radicals over at the University. Why when I came to 
Austin, they wouldn't have let them run the place like they do now. Foot­
ball team woulda beat the orange and white into 'em before they cut their 
first class. An' doncha fergit, this is a university of the first class. First in 
football, first in endowments, first in the Southwest Conference. 
It's not easy bein' a VIP, y'hear? Students just don't look up to wealth 
'n' power like they used to, don't appreciate everything I done for 'em. 
What's the point of bein' a VIP if you can't take your best pal down to the 
ol' Lutcher Center for a little Sole a la Nantua? 
Closin' time, y'say? So soon? Well, leeme go call my ol' buddy, E.D.. an 
tell 'im we got a little University business to attend to. 
— C.W. 
Another week; another leak 
By Zodiac News Service 
The Atomic Energy Commission has done it again: the AEC's nuclear dumping 
area near Richland, Wash., accidentally leaked 2.500 gallons of highly-radioactive 
nuclear wastes into the soil this month. 
The spilled liquid contained the radioactive ingredients Strontium 90, plutonium 
particles and cesium. 
Kor people who keep track of such things, this is the 17th publicly reported leak 
at the ilanford site since 1958. * 
The commission reports that approximately 430,000 gallons of hot waste have 
been spilled accidentally at the Richland site in the last 16 years. Independent 
studies show that low levels of radiation have reached the water table below the 
dumping area — and will eventually feed into the Columbia River. 
Environmentalists warn that thesespills indicate that nuclear wastes cannot be 
stored safely: they point out that the spills are occurring today when the United 
States operates and stores the wastes of onl^ 35 nuclear plants arpund the nation. 
By thenar 2000, the AEC plans to increase the number of atomic plants from §5 
to 1,000 — requiring many additional nuclear dumping ar£as. , 
• According to theAEC, the areas where the spills are occurring can not be used 
fpr human habitation or farming until theyear 2124"AD 
By GORDON STEWART JR. 
Under pressure from HEW, the Univer­
sity recently adopted an affirmative ac­
tion plan — including percentage goals — 
designed Is increaseminority employ­
ment. Furthermore, an HEW investiga­
tion covering University employment 
practices ( as well as other things) is 
currently in progress. 
The obvious intended effect of percen­
tage goals in affirmative action plans — 
and certainly the goal of those who have 
initiated the present investigation — is to 
give preference to minority applicants 
(including women) for employment. HEW 
and the EEOC have extorted similar plans 
designed to give such preference out of 
AT&T and other private employers as well 
as out of government Employers such as 
the City of Dallas. r 
The marginal hurt 
To make it clear why this government-
compelled discrimination against white 
males on the basis of their sex and race is 
objectionable, it is necessary to make 
Clear who if hurts. It hurts most the 
marginal job seeker who is deprived of an 
equal shot at the jobs he applies for solely 
because he was born a white male. It hurts 
second mpst the lower level executive or 
ordinary worker who is denied an equal 
opportunity at promotion based on his per­
formance and abilities rather than his sex 
and race. It does not hurt Frank Erwin. He 
is already at the top. It does not hurt the 
high level executives of AT&T. They 
already have it made. It does not hurt the 
boss' son or nephew who will be hired and 
prompted anyway. 
This is why the "consent decrees" 
arranged between HEW (and the EEOC) 
and public and private employers — with a 
federal court sometimes giving its bless­
ing — are arrangements by which two par­
ties bargain away the rights of third per­
sons who are not even represented in the 
bargaining process. An employer obvious­
ly does not have much incentive for 
protecting such rights. It may cause some 
psychic pain for an employer—especially 
a bigoted employer—to give preference to 
minorities. But a company's management 
(as noted above) has already attained the 
top. The business is not going to be hurt 
much — especially in the short run — by 
hiring less qualified minority employes. In 
contrast, a long federal court battle (or „ 
the withholding of federal funds in the 
case of public employers) is costly. 
Furthermore, if an employer has been 
guilty of discrimination (or even if it has 
not), a federal court is likely to see a huge, 
guilty corporation arrayed against 
helpless blacks, chicanos and women. 
Thus, an employer has little reason to 
fight to the bitter end for the rights of 
potential white male employes and pre­
sent lower rung employes. 
U The fatal flow 
Reverse discrimination is often justified 
as being a remedy for past discrimination. 
The fatal flaw in this argument is that it 
treats individuals only as members of a -
class. The white males that have dis­
criminated — or have been unjustly 
favored — are most likely those at the top, 
not those applying for jobs or most in need 
of promotions. And the minority job 
seekers being favored are most likely 
those who have not been discriminated 
against — at least by the same employer. 
Of course, there may be employes who 
have actually been discriminated against 
in promotions and, as in all cases of actual 
discrimination, these employes are en­
titled to a remedy. But to treat past dis­
crimination as something done by the 
class of white males to the class of minori­
ty people, which can be justly remedied by 
favoring such minorities at the expense of 
white males is to ignore the fact that the 
individuals involved are not the same. In 
"remedying" the past discrimination, you 
are in fact discriminating against innocent 
individuals solely on the basis of their sex 
or race — the very thing you are supposed­
ly remedying. 
The basic problem 
This preoccupation with classes of peo­
ple rather than individuals is the basic un­
derpinning of racism. In adopting class 
justice rathfer than individual justice as 
their rationale,, liberal activists have 
played into their opponents' hands. Arthur 
• Jensen publishes datawhieh he feels in- -
dicates that blacks, as a class, are in­
tellectually inferior to whites, as a class, 
and civil rights activists become 
hysterical because if he is right it under­
cuts their position. This is so only because 
they have failed to discredit the type of 
thinking which labels people as members 
of a cla& — in fact have adopted it. 
If people are treated as individuals, 
whether blacks are an intellectually in­
ferior class is an irrelevant issue.' The 
range of intelligence for blacks and whites 
is the same — or at least overlaps almost 
completely. To deny an individual black a 
job on the basis of his race's average in­
telligence without considering his in­
dividual qualifications is racism — 
whatever his race's average intelligence 
is. Unless one approaches the problem 
from this direction, genetic research 
represents a ticking Bomb, ready to ex­
plode at any moment. The bomb is defus­
ed, however, jf it is. recognized that it is 
one's own merit thtft matters and nof'the 
average "merit" of one's sex or race. 
Gordon Stewart Jr. is a student in the law 
school. 
Foods "i-r. was 
This food company, it] 
should be explained, grows, processes and 
packages food which it sells to other com­
panies, who then retail it under the labels | 
vou see in the advertisements and the 
, " ^ JF 4 ~ I 
•stores. -- -
The stimS involved^here^fte almost past 
imagining, but as of now it .s estimated 
that Hunt Oil put about $45 million into 
H.L.H. Foods that cannot be accounted 
for The Hunts, their lawyers, accountants 
and private detectives believe some or all 
of it was embezzled by about three key 
people in their own organization. 
However, no one has ever admitted the 
crime or been formally charged with it, 
although boxes of what the Hunts consider 
convicting evidence were turned over to 
the Justice Department six months ago. 
In the course of trying to find out what 
happened to all that money, Tom Hunt 
began to visit locations where the food 
company was supposed to have processing 
operations — and found no manager, no 
workers, nothing happening. An attempt 
was then made to go to the old man, H.L. 
Hunt himself, with the information that it 
looked like he was being betrayed by some 
of his own, most-trusted people. The old 
man, it appears, refused to hear talk of it, 
so a detective agency was hired to look 
into the matter. 
This agency and several subsequent 
ones learned that six different games were 
being run on H.L.H. Foods. Inspection of 
the crates of evidence suggests that the 
company was buying properties for well 
over the market price, with the average 
being split between the seller and certain 
companies which were no more than blind" 
post-office boxes. Another scheme was to 
declare high percentages of the premium-
quality food coming off the production line 
to be distressed (that is, slightly damaged 
but stilt saleable merchandiseX sell it aU?'-
knockdown price to a broker, who then 
turned around and sold it for what it was 
really worth. There were also kickbacks, 
phony brokerage houses arid such goodies 
as $185,000 spent on a 100-year-old pecan 
processing plant containing machinery 
fused by rust. 
By one of those cloddish accidents, the 
tappers were discovered, arrested and 
eventually convicted. The tapees sued the 
Hunts for damages, and the 'Hunts 
countersued for damages to their food 
company. Both suits were settled out of 
court under a secret agreement in which 
the Hunts were paid $100,000 by three of 
their ex-employes. 
That is hardly compensation for what 
was lost. Nor has anyone explained why, if 
the Justice Department is slanted so far 
toward crusty right-wingers, they went 
after the Hunts, who were only going after 
their money. The Hunts hypothesized that 
it was the CIA getting back at Bunker 
Hunt for his refusal to let them place their 
agents in his since-nationalized Libyan oil 
company, where Americans could hang 
around and spy without looking too, too 
conspicuous. Maybe they're right. With a 




To the editor: 
The recent decision by the University of 
Texas Board of Regents to revoke student 
services fee funding of Student Govern­
ment and Texas Student Publications can 
only be interpreted as a reactionary and 
overly defensive move on the part of the 
regents. 
1 fully'understand that compliance with 
HB 83 will necessitate revision in the 
allocation of student services funding, but 
I am not convinced that this recent deci­
sion bythe Board of Regents is the only 
viable solution to the problem. 
Student newspapers and student 
. governmeftts are often times skeptical of 
the motives and actions of, the administra­
tion, not only at (the University of Texas, 
but at universities everywhere. 1 cannot 
help but feel this is a healthy attitude, ob­
viously preferable to blind faith in the 
states quo. 
X newspaper is one of the most basic 
modes of communications, and a free flow, 
of information, not only among students,-
but also between administrators and 
; students, is one of the most vital and 
primary aspects of a responsive educa­
tion. Any attempts to hinder this com­
munication can only be interpreted as ef­
forts to stifle the educational process, and 
to assert authority where it should not be 
asserted. 
If criticism from student'leaders and 
the newspaper has unnecessarily made the 
Board of Regents overly defensive, then 
their attempts to deal with it by cutting 
the student government and publications 
funding can only result in a stronger 
dichotomy between students and ad­
ministrators. - , ... * . 
I will do whatever I can to re-establish 
this funding; and 1 sincerely hope the 
regents, will act quickly to reverse this 
decision, as I feel there must be an alter­
native solution to the problem. $0* <"• r 
. ' ^ 
, ' v Ron Clower 
State Senator 
^ District# 
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By JAMES JL KILPATRICK 
161874, Hue Washington Star 
Syndicate, Inc. 
WASHINGTON - Almost 
without public notice, the 
Congress last week passed a 
watershed point. By this 
summer, if all goes well, a 
Budget Reform Act wilfbe in 
full operation, and the 
relationship between the 
legislative and executive", 
branches will have. been 
significantly altered. 
f;; The watershed metaphor isv 
Remarkably appropriate. 
Geographically speaking; 
Washington's river is the 
Potomac. Politically speak­
ing, our river is power. For 
C.V' - * *r- v., 
herd "ontf/ie U 
v I >V,. - '••••»V-.. -Mili:. .' • • • • • i s •  • ' • : - . - ^ • ' : • • '  '  •  the past 40 years, first 
and then-in flood, this river oF 
power has been channeled 
toward the White House. The 
movement began even before 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt; It 
continues to this day. Now, 
with the Budget Reform Act, 
some part of governmental 
power will begin to flow back 
became, less rural and 
/more "urban, Slid tlf*' 
accelerating urbanization 
created ; accelerating 
problems. When state and 
;;;iocal governments failed to 
;;cope with the problems, a host 
f'bf federal agencies sprang 
into bang. These agencies, 
^{dealing with welfare, medical 
toward the House and SenateC'- ^care, housing, urban 
Historical process ^redevelopment, industrial 
^ The growth of what Arthur*v^safety and environmental im-
Schlesinger has termed the provement, swiftly became 
the Hill, it was "with a sense niversary of the Declaration' 
of KeTptessn^ss*^ that of Independence in 1978, the 
"imperial" presidency was 
perhaps inevitable. Part of 
this massive trend of power 
toward the executive was the 
result- of population changes 
and social demands. Our peo-
entrenched in the broad field 
of government. 
Sen. Sam Ervin spoke to the 
situation last mo'nth. In 
January, he said, when the 
budget for fiscal *75 went to 
Congress contemplated the 
figures. This budget "breaks 
the 1300 billion barrier, lifts 
.the federal debt above the 
half-trillion mark, increases 
federal spending 136 billion 
above the amount first es­
timated for this year, requires 
|30 billion just to pay interest 
costs on the public debt, and 
delivers the 14th budget 
deji5i.tr in the past 15 years. , 
Losing control 
At the rate the budget is 
growing," Ervin added, "it 
will exceed $400 billion during 
this decade. By the time the 
U.S. celebrates the 200th an-
government will be spending 
more than $1 billion a day, 
with no letup on Sundays pc 
h o l i d a y s . W m  
Congress in Ervih's view, 
has lost control. The White 
House effectively has decreed 
what will be spenj and what 
will not be spent. And a 
Congress "that cannot control 
spending, cannot effectively 
control the executive branch 
either^; 
firing line 
Ifonly the police would get... 
To the editor: 
As UT students pursuing 
careers in library science, we 
feel we must protest the 
repeated raids on the adult 
book stores in Austin. We are 
basing our protest on two 
points: first, the bookstores in 
Austin, specifically As You 
Like It on Lavaca Street and 
International Art Theatre on 
San Gabriel Street, are sorry 
excuses for porno shops. We 
have been on the mailing lists 
of several West Coast 
publishing houses for years, 
and after a rather thorough 
exposure to erotic materials, 
we feel confident in calling 
selves connoisseurs of the 
twgraphi'c.-. Imagine, our 
surprise upon shelling out SO 
cents at the XXX Bookstore 
for what turned out to be the 
limpest peep show we've ever 
seen. And the magazines, why 
the only thing "up" was the 
price. But quality aside, theise 
establishments are off-limits 
to all except those to whose 
prurient interests they arejiot 
afraid to have appeals made. 
Which brings us to the se­
cond point: the Austin police 
are looking in the wrong 
place. Only last night we were 
planning a quiet evening at 
home making fudge and 
listening to a George Jones-
Tammy Wynette album en-
Crossword Puzzler 
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5 Be in debt 
8 Actual ; . 
12 Chair 
13 Edible seed 
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34 Dutch town 
36 Animal coats 
38 Crimson 
39 Approach 
• 41 Transaction 
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titled "We Love to Sing About' 
Jesus" (and God knows, they 
do). We had everything but 
the vanilla extract, and we set 
out lightheartedly for a trip to 
the nearby Minit Mart think­
ing only the clearest and 
purest thoughts. We found the 
vanilla and were proceeding 
to the check-out counter when 
we were rudely slapped in the 
face by the raunchiest porno 
display we have ever laid eyes 
upon — and as we've said, 
we've seen it all. , t ' 
Two revolving racks of "the 
type of books you hold in one 
hand" when you read them. At 
the eye level of elementary 
school, children, magazines 
featuring ads from couples in 
Odessa, Midland, Corpus-
Christi and other familiar 
places requesting every sort 
of perverse gratification, as 
Girl Scouts request foreign 
pen-pals. And accompanying 
each ad was a large 
photograph of the correspon­
dent with his* or her head 
swathed in a towel for 
anonymity, but genitals in 
flagrant display. 
Right next to the Double-
Bubble gum display a garish 
cover asked the question — 
"Anyone For Incest?" As the 
racks revolved, new shocks 
came into view with every 
turn. Charts comparing 
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle 
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• ^ A itending the 
Summer Session? 
WHY NOT 
TRY THE BEST! 
• 21 Great Meals per Week 
• Maid Service 
"k Close to Campus 
• Private Transportation 
• Private Pools 
ALL THIS AND 
EVERYONE GETS 
A PRIVATE ROOM 
•*fr, 709V|,5i#St. 
478-989l-V: ^ 478-8914 
Madison - Bellaire Apts. 
a/so avoi/ab/« for Summer 
HURRYI 
IS 
canine equipment favorably 
with that of man. Massage 
books you'll never find at the 
health store. 
Libraries arrange books ac­
cording to subject matter. 
Because of this, a person 
seeking a book on European 
history would not have to face 
a monograph on the gestation 
period in marsupials, just as 
he would not be obligated to 
view the novelties in the As 
You Like It book store on his 
way down Lavaca to buy an 
outfit at Maya. But .let that 
same person go into a Minit 
Mart to pick up the March 
issue of Reader's Digest, and 
he has to wade through, a 
malarial swamp of "Mister 
3un,'14Erotica/' -''Hot 
Chick," "White Meat," 
"California Girls" and so on., 
and so forth; there's no end to 
it. If the police would only 
spend more time cleaning out 
the places where everybody 
could go, it would be safer to 
walk down the street at night. 
A-J. Sims and M.K. Harden 
Graduate School of Library 
Science 
Regents' voice 
To the editor: 
The recent regent strategy 
for an optional Student 




fee allows a graduate or part-
time student taking nine hours 
to "write off" |9. If the stu­
dent pays the $2 optional fee 
the financial relief amounts to 
$7. This action does not result 
in a substantial reduction of 
the graduate students' finan­
cial burden; it only assures 
that the Student Government 
and the student newspaper 
will not be fully funded even if 
every student decides to pay 
the fee. 
Although they claim to act 
in the interest of graduate and 
part-time students, their most 
recent decision will effective­
ly eliminate the forums in 
which students can com­
municate In fact, the regents 
are setting themselves up, not 
just as the official voice of the 
University community, but as 
the only voice. 
As a graduate student, I 
should be encouraged by their 
new-found interest in our 
problems. I question, 
however, their interest in our 
programs, and I question their 
sincerity in alleviating our 
financial obligations. But even 
more, I question whether they 
are man or woman enough to 
disclose their real intentions. 
Ellen Boozer 
Graduate Student 
School of Architecture 
SM, FOR INSTANCE, TkAT I'M 
THE MANAGER OF A MAJ0R-
LEA6UE 8AU. CU/BAMPfMTAKlN6 
THE UNEUP (XJT It) THE UMPIRE.. 
A major step 
'• With approval last week of a 
Budget Reform Act, the 
Senate took a major step 
toward regaining con­
gressional stewardship. The 
Senate bill must be reconciled 
with a House bill, but the out­
lines of a new structure are 
clear. For the first time, the 
Congress will have its own Of­
fice of the Budget. For the 
first time, the House and 
Senate will fix their own spen­
ding levels. For the first time, 
Congress will operate with a 
comprehensive picture of 
revenues coming in and ex­
penditures going out. 
, The Budget Reform Act is 
not as strong as some conser­
vative observers had hoped 
for. but probably we hoped for 
too much. As passed by the 
Senate, the act is immensely 
encouraging. It lays a founda­
t i o n  o n  w h i c h  f u t u r e  
Congresses can build ad­
ditional barricades against ex­
ecutive power. True, the 
"imperial" presidency -will 
not be deposed overnight, but -
if this act works as its spon­
sors believe it will work, 
future presidents ' will be 
something less than kings/ , 
DOONESBURY 
Quest viewpoint 
Austin's great divide 
By PAUL W. HANNEMAN 
Austin, Tex. ; since 1839 a racist communl-
school district. 
By the way,, do you know wliy 65 percent of 
Austin's unpaved roads are in the East Austin 
triangle? ...Since 1839?! -
Austin's white and middle or upper claiss 
expansion continues Austin's segregationist 
construction. Recently the new MoPac Ex-
ty. 
Phase III of the Austin Tomorrow program 
is almost completed. The citywide program 
is touted as a chance for significant citizen in­
put to city planning. Citizens are asked to _ 
define what they consider to be the major pressway demolished' the Clarksville black 
problems facing Austin and the goals they enclave between Sixth Street and Enfield 
feel Austin should attain. At Austin Road (black generations had lived there since 
Tomorrow zone meetings the individual is in- Pease freed his slaves). The Interregional 
vlted to participate in one of 10 goal topic promises to be a virtually complete bar to 
areas. Significantly, no goal topic deals with; westward urban migration by the East 
Austin's shameful racism. • Austinites when the new double and triple 
The East Austin ghetto and low income decks are finished. Oh, and there is a new city 
area surrounding it are a systematized cage dump in town. 
to keep blacks and ehicanos in a separate en­
vironment from the white community. 
The East Austin cage is located in the core 
of Austin and is surrounded on three sides by 
1) the Interregional triple-decker freeway, 2) 
Situated on the opposing side of 
Interregional from East Austin is our Alma 
Mater. The white pyramid of LBJ and the 
bastion School of Law at the remote edges, 
with the 40 Acres to the west. Aside from the 
the noise pattern between Bergstrom Air . physical planning aspects, I do not think I 
Force Base and Municipal Airport and 3) the need to remind you that the UT area is an ar-
Coiorado River. Did Austin create this tificially created white enclave, a separate 
situation? You bet it did. government and a racist institution, do I? 
Here are just some of the problems this Her brother's smart, he's got more sense 
city has created fbr the minority community. 'than many. 
The Austin Police Department's procedure His patience long, but soon lie wtftft firive 
for "civilian" review of police misconduct any. 
charges is as follows: first, you must cqm- To find a job is like a haystack needle.' 
plain to the Civil Servke Commission, a pure 'Cause where there's work they "don't use 
white panel appointed by the city manager 
then approved by the City Council; but since 
the Civil Service Commission has n<? in­
vestigative powers you must also go to the 
Intelligence and Internal Security Division, 
(uneducated) colored people." 
Living just enough. 
Just enough for the city. , 
• Stevie Wonder' 
Austin Tomorrow is a city-sponsored pro-
Austin Police Department, so they can in- ject for citizen input to city planning. As 
vestigate your complaint. Most major cities predicted, there has been distrust in the East 
enforce complete civilian review of police Austin community towarid any project by the 
misconduct charges. In Austin recently City of Austin. East Austin and citywide 
chtcanos and blacks have increasingly com- attendance by blacks and chicanos has been 
plained about alleged police misconduct in low, n » j 
East Austin, but since the Austin police There is only one more Austin Tomorrow 
always investigate the complaints meeting in this neighborhood zone: at 2 p.m 
themselves... ^ .. Sunday at Campbell Elementary, 1600 Chicon 
If you look on the map, you will see St. 
Westlake Hills almost surrounded liy the ^ If you do not change it. it's not; going to 
Austin city limits on the west side. Why is change. ,l 
this thriving extension of Austin's community Paul W. Hanneman is a neighborhood 
and commerce not annexed to. Austin? I'll director for Zone 7 of the, Austin Tomorrqw 
give- you a clue: they maintain a separate program. " 
WFS, 
MR.JAWBL. 
sir. a rn/sfmr 
OF A CONSCIOUS 
THAT LINEUP HA$TD6£ PUNCTUATED 
CORRECTLY, OOESNT IT?40U CAN'T 
TAKE A STARTING LINEUP OUT TO 
THE UMPIRE IF IT ISN'T 
PWCTUHED CORRECTLY, CAN YOU ? 
[EWCATI0N 15 iMfWTANt 
FRANKLIN! 
NIKON, CITIZEN. 
5/R. SO FAIL IN THIS 
PRESS CWmNCG, 
iDU HAU& REFERRED 
lb iometFAs'm 
PRESIDENT,* INSTEAD 
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at the same low rate the students' pay! 
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I love you for what you are, 
but I love you yet more for 
w h a t  y o u  a r e  g o i n g  t o  b e . . .  
— Car) Sondburi{ 
s 
Chosen but once and cherished torevqr, 
your engagement and wedding rings will reflect your love 
in their brilliance and beauty. Happily you can choose^ 
Keepsake with complete confidence*-,2^, 
because the guarantee assures perfecf'ctarftyt^ "*^ 
precise cut and tine, "y 
white color. There is A \ 
no finer diamond ring.V^ 
TMReg A.H PoMCo 
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING, 
. Sand n»w 20 pg. booklet. 'Planning Vour Engagement and Weddma plus-
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Tennis Team To Trv Cougars 
*» By ED dalheim^T^ -— <- - - --—- *»"«- - ---=—• ^ :l|g||, 
& -• Texan Staff Writer' 
- '"With three, matches to go 
before= the Southwest 
Conference tournament, Tex­
as finds itself with one last 
chance at the conference 
championship when the team 
travels to Houston Tuesday to 
play the Houston Cougars. 
The Cougars are coming off 
a surprising 6-1 annihilation of 
last year's conference champ 
. and.preseason favorite, SMU; 
Houston has lost only one 
match this conference season. 
The conference champ is not 
decided on a dual meet record 
but on the total of individual 
matches. Houston is 27-1 and 
? Students' 
• „ Attorney 
The students' attorneys, Frank 
Ivy and i Ann Bower, are 
available by appointment from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday in Union 
Building 301. Telephone 471-
7142. The students' attorneys 
will handlei landlord-tenant, 
consumer protection,- employes' 
rights, taxation and insurance 
cases. Criminal cases and 
domestic problems by appoint­
ment only. : - • 
Texas is 20-8 while SMU is 19-
9. 
Commenting on the SMU-
Houston match last week Tex­
as Coach Dave Snyder said, 
"With that kind of a lopsided 
win over SMU, Houston's in 
the driver's seat right now. 1 
"We are going to need to 
play better against Houston 
than we have been playing. If 
we are playing well and they 
aren't we could take some 
matches," he added. 
The Cougars are led by All-
Americas Lee Merry and Bob 
Ogle and a newcomer from 
England, Koss Walker, who is 
playing No. 1. 
Against SMU, Walker con-
Giants 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
Garry, Maddox knocked in 
four runs with a three-run 
homer and a single, and the 
unbeaten San Francisco 
Giants rolled to their fourth 
straight baseball victory, a 4-3 
decision over the Cincinnati 
Reds Monday. 
Rookie righthander John 
S. » 
vincingly deieatwl tastaypaF^s 
SWC single champ/George 
Hardie. Walker will draw Tex­
as' No. 1 Dan Nelson in what 
will probably prove to be 
Nelson's toughest .match of 
the year. , ' - . -
"Merry will play No. 2 
followed by Ogle, Dale Ogden 
and Matt Rainey. . . 
The doubles pairings will be 
Merry-Ogden at No, 1 and 
Walker-Ogle at No. 2. 
Texas' linkup wll be Dan 
Nelson, Stewart Keller, Gori-
zalo Nunez, Graham Whaling 
and Jim Bayless, in that 
order. Nelson and Whaling 
will play No. 1 doubles and 
Keller and Nunez will play 
... . 
No. 2. 
After four conference* 
matches this season, Keller 
and Bayless are undefeated. 
Keller has won ail four of his 
singles and along with partner 
Nunez is unbeaten in four 
doubles matches. Bayless has 
won all three of his con­
ference matches sinpe enter­
ing the lineup after SMU. In 
doubles, Nelson and Whaling 
have won three and lost one. 
To overtake Houston the 
Longhorns can't afford to add 
anything but wins, to their 
records and one cap, be sure 
that Houston will make the 
Horns work for victories. . 
m 
( <•» f*, !„ , 
tmmm i 
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D'Acquisto blanked the Reds 
on three singles until Merv 
Rettenmund belted a' leadeff 
homer in the seventh inning. 
The Giants scored off laser 
Roger Nelson in the first, i to6-
by Bonds led off with a w alk, 
advanced to third on a ground 
out and a balk, and scored on 
Maddox's line-drive singles to 
left. 
• • • 
NEW YORK (AP) - Mike 
Hegan's tie-breaking single 
with two out in -the sixth in­
ning following an intentional 
walk to Roy White helped the; 
New York Yankees to a 5-3 
victory over the Cleveland In­
dians Monday. 
It was the first time since 
959 the Yanks have started 
the baseball season by win­
ning three consecutive games. 
Hegan, a left-handed batter, 
ripped his decisive hit to 
center field off southp&w Tom 
H i l g e n d o r T ,  t h e  t h i r d  
Cleveland pitcher, scoring 
Gene Michael, who had doubl­
ed down the right field litie 
with one out. 
Baseball Standings 
Book Now! 
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San Francisco 4, Cincinnati 3 
Atlanta 7, Los Angeles 4 
Other clubs not scheduled 
HORNY BULLS LOVE 
THE TASTE OF PING-PONG 
BALLS,WHICH KEEPS 
THE SCORE LOW. 
CSTMW H*T PIZZA PALACE <970 
"PEOPIE PLEASIN' PIZZA" 
FOR 
The Montezuma Horny Bull: " 
1 oz. Montezuma Tequila. 
5 oz. CONCENTRATED ORANGE 
BREAKFAST DRINK,Over ice. 
It's sensational, and that's no bull. 




The Texas Relays this weekend will mark the one-year an­
niversary of the University javelin record, 264-10 feet, set by 
Siggi Busha. 
For Busha, last year's Relays mark was the high point of, 
his career. He set the record as a freshman. 
Busha will also remember last year's Relays as the begin­
ning of what could be the end of his career. 
He set the record on the fifth throw of his series. But 
something in his* arm went snap on the next throw. 
"I got so excited when I threw my 264-10 that I wanted to 
give it all I had on the next throw," Busha said. "But I threw 
too.far out and something popped." . 
Doctors examined Busha's throwing arm and recommend­
ed rehabilitation rather than surgery. He threw in the 
Southwest Conference meet despite the pain and finished se­
cond with a throw, of 233-11. 
Throwing With Pain 
Busha's arm continued io worsen and, by the time the 
NCAA Championships came around, his arm was barely 
functional. Busha said. 
Nevertheless, he threw in that meet ... and speared a 
television cable on his first throw. It turned out to be his last 
one. •• v : 
Then, something strange happened to Busha. After the 
NCAA meet, he mysteriously quit the track team. 
Supposedly he was told that the team didn't want him back 
for this season. Busha said he was ordered to throw even 
when his arm hurt badly. "The coach kept telling me to 
throw, but I didn't want to hurt my arm," Busha said last 
July 26. "He (Coach Cleburne Price) told me it wasn't going 
to be any good, so I might as well go ahead and throw." 
Busha wanted to transfer to UCLA but returned to Texas 
after he and Price came to an agreement. 
Not before he had an operation, though. A three-inch metal 
pin was placed in Busha's arm on June 21, weeks before his 
decision to return to the University. Busha may throw 
memories and hopes howadays, but he doesn't throw 
javelins. J 
"My problem is all mental," Busha said Monday. "I'm 
just scared to throw and hurt my arm again. I sometimes lay 
awake at night thinking about it popping out again. 
."But I'm glad I gof the operation," he said. "Well, like 
Jim McGoldrick told me, the only way I'll ever throw and 
not hurt my arm is to do it right every time ... everytime. 
That's something I don't do. 
"But it gave me some self-discipline," Busha said. "And 
that's something I never had before." 
Despite his arm, which is Jaadly out of shape, Busha still 
works out in the weightroom and occasionally tries to throw. 
' ' The coach asked me today when I'd be ready to throw 
again." Busha said. "I told him two years." 
The idea of waiting two years tor Busha to recuperate 
might not make Price too happy. Especially when he must 
carefully select which athletes will be on what kind of 
scholarships. „ . J , 
Considering the row between Price and Busha last year, 
things actually don't seem so promising*.either. However, 
Busha said the differences between himself and Price were 
pretty well ironed out. 
"We have an agreement now," Busha said. "Last year I 
was stubborn. I've learned now that I should think before I 
say anything. You just got to keep your mouth shut 
sometimes. 
"But the things I said last summer still hold true," Busha 
said. 
Busha is a native of Iceland but attended high school in 
Bremerton, Wash. His full name is Sigurdur Fridrik Busha 
IV. "Km Sigurdur IV because I consider myself mpre Icelan-
Sthan American. < / Jt owever, the AAU doesn't think so. Busha couldn't com-: for Iceland last year because of AAU regulations, he 
said. In high school, Busha threw 220. The Icelandic record is 
224 feet. 
Cheerleader Type 
Since he can't throw this season, Busha Wanted to be a 
cheerleader. •:./•• > ' 
"I'm just a-big sports fan," he said. "I like all sports and I 
really like the cheerleaders. I always sort of wanted to be a 
cheerleader, even in high school. But I can't do it because 
I'm on athletic scholarship." 
So Busha now works and waits for the day when he throws 
that classical spear like he once did. "Javelin is such a lonely 
sport at times," Busha'said. "But I'm lucky to have Marty 
(Petermann) behind me-to slap me in the face'and say, 
'Grow|ip some, man.' j. 
"Just wait, in a couple of.years or so,, we'll be on the same 
Olympic team." -— ---7—--r-r—r 
Busha doesn't really know what will happen to him in the 
future. "I just may stay out of school and work^next year," 
he said. "Also I'd work out here with Marty and the boys. 
"But I'd probably go to another big college if my arm got 
back into shape again. I'd just have to prove myself again." 
"Don't believe that," Petermann said. "The Pacific Coast 
Club would pick him up in the blink of an eye if his arm was 
in shape." 
Busha winked at Petermann. "Just wait until me and Mar­
ty get our heads together," he said. » 
Sadly enough, waiting is all Busha can do. 
Relays Tickets on Sale 
Tickets for the Friday night 
and Saturday afternoon finals-
o f  t h e  T e x a s  R e l a y s  i n  
Memorial Stadium will cost 
students $2 with blanket tax. 
Students will be required to 
pay only $1 to watch the 
preliminaries Friday mor-
What, Where, 
& Why is 
Plants Plus? 
n i n g .  T h e  U S T F F  T e x a s  
Relays decathalon events 
Wednesday and Thursday will 
be free. 
A d u l t  g e n e r a l  a d m i s s i o n  
tickets for "the finals will cost 
$3 and reserved seats, $4. 
Adult preliminary tickets will 
cost $2. 
Tickets may be purchased 
this week at the ticket office 

















EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma Donors Needed 
_ - Men .& Women: .. ^ 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7P.M. 
TUES. & FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. 
409 W. 6th 477-3735 
Photo Service 





Quick, Reliable Service 












Get One Free! 
CUP AND SAVE 
WORTH ONE FREE PIZZA 
With Purchase of 
Another of Same 
Size and Price. ^ 
Not Valid On 
Take-Out Orders 
EXPIRES AJ>R: 15, 1974 Ottor «ood «t »»|Nrtbcjp«tm« Mom 
m 
6619 AIRPORT BLVD. 5849 BERKMAN 
 ̂ lOOOS. LAMAR 
Becoming a physician is a tremendous 
satisfaction. 
Let us give you the job satisfaction 
that sl|oula go with it. 
Whether you're still if medical school with the 
rigors of three to Jiv^ears of graduate medical edu­
cation still to be faced, or are already a practicing 
physician, it's our opinion that the Air Force can 
offer both professional and personal satisfaction 
hard 10 duplicate in civilian life. 
'An overstatement? Not if you consider the 
specifics. 
Take the problem of graduate medical educa­
tion. It's a period of your life the Air Force can make 
considerably easier with comfortable salary and liv­
ing conditions. 
Creature comforts aside, the Aif Force offers 
professional advantages. Besides receiving training 
in your own specialty, you'd be in contact with 
physicians in all of the medical specialties. You'll 
function in an environment which U intellectually 
stimulating and professionally challenging. ^ 
"Not all physicians pursue post residency fellow­
ships. But if you are interested, the Air Force con­
ducts them both in-house and at civilian institutions. 
| The physician already in practice can look for­
ward to Other things. If you want training in the 
practice of the medicine of the future, you'll find.it 
in the A«r Force, For example, there's emphasis bn 
group medicine and preventive medicine, and the 
growing specialty of "family physician?' Whatever 
the Air Force does not. He finds hisofficeesiablished 
for him. Supplies and equipment readily available. 
He has many options available to him when treating 
patients. For example, hj.can consult with Air Force 
specialists: He also has referral to other Air Force 
facilities via acromedical evacuation. Last, but not 
least, are the satisfactions that come with having 
the opportunity for regular follow-ups, and a missed 
appointment rate that is practically nil. 
Whether you are already a physician, or soon to 
become one, you might find it extremely interesting 
tp find out what the Air Force has to offer. We think 
it could be a real eye-opener. If you* II mail in the cou­
pon, we'd be happy to send you detailed information. 
rf"'o*«Oppominiti«> | PO.Bo.Ar 
I Pcvfu. 11.61614 
C-CM-44 
I l'tqnc KMi me information an <hc Alf Fotcc Phyiician Pro-Kram.'l urkJcrstsftirf ihere-is naobligation> 
• I IMaine - 3**fori .-iK* n 
| 'MristftiMi «i» " 
I I . .. -- • -
j Swir _ .Zip. .Phone. 
S«. »_ .Date of Birth. your interest, theft are few-ipccialties which are nut I Su.  
beingpracticed in today's Air Force I ' . 
, , phys«cian starring his practice m civilian I 
*•»« <»* Minn* up tfn ! — AirFnrre' 
- office. The physician commencing his.practice '• I " i yiV.C. 
Health Clare at its best 
5<i> 
Wge e Tuesday April 9, 1974 TftE DAILY 
rn Special 
SUPER BERT 
Quarter Pounder ^ 
w/cheese 
'̂0iud bur8»r heaped high with 
layera of hot cheese, lettuce, and onion* - served on a 
toaaty setame teed bun. > 8 




you save 23c 
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Ugly Place with the 
Beautiful Quality, Service, and 
Value 
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Atlanta Slugger Becomes Alltinw Homer Kine/ 
oric 
ATLANTA (AP) ^ Ueniy * 
Aaron, undaunted by the swirl 
of controversy surrounding 
his quest for baseball immor­
tality, became the game's 
alltime home run king Mon­
day night when he smashed 
the -715th of" Bis iflustripus, 
careet|®; , •WslM "i lass , • gSMw a 
Downing 
Record Books 
The 40-year-old Atlanta 
Braves, superstar left behind 
the ghost of the legendary 
Babe Ruth when he connected 
for the historic clout in the 
fourth inning off lefthander A1 
Downing of the Los Angeles 
Dodgers in a j 
Braves 7-4. 
panied by a massive fireworks 
Aaron hammered a 1-0 pitch Ordered the Braves to play^i to play Aaron In the final road 
over the leftfield fence just to Aaron in Cincinnati Sunday«#game Sunday 
the right of the S85-foot <.against the club's wishes. ;>£ The Atlanta star received a 
™rk«r U" *»sespf Aaron had ended his highly/ ^wo-minute standing ovation 
for the 715th time accom- - • publicized chase of Ruth on' ' " (iuring those ceremonies when 
opening day in Cincinnati with J*e told the crowd: "Hope this 
his first swing of the 1974, ^hing gets over with tonight, f 
season. It came offjs ^ Aaron's homer gave the 
,. righthander Jack BillinghamW<g|.aVes 3-3 tie with Los 
and was a three-run, first-ii^ngeies }n the fourth inning. It 
ginning blast,, fVcarae after Darrell Evans had 
AARON struck again Mon-T 
A SELLOUT crowd of 52,870 
rose as one for • standing ova­
tion and Aaron's Atlanta 
teammates poured out of the 
dugout and out of the leftfield  ̂
—UPlT.kphoto 
Hank Aaron displays home run ball to Atlanta fans. 
Sports Shorts mr 
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) -
Brian Taylor came alive with 
18 points after a scoreless 
. first half and sparked New 
York to a 108-96 victory over 
the Virginia Squires Monday 
night that advanced the Nets 
into the semifinals of the 
American Basketball Associa­
tion playoffs. 
After missing all four shots 
he attempted in the first half, 
Taylor hit eightof 10 after the 
intermission, including five of 
five in the final quarter, as the 
Eastern Division champion 
Nets eliminated Virginia four 
games to one. 
After seven ties and 14 lead 
changes, the Nets went ahead 
to stay, 70-63, with a seven-
point burst late in the third 
period 
res 
pus to work with the Horned 
Frog footballers in spring 
training, f 
Brodie was an all-pro 
quarterback and Washington 
was an all-league wide 
receiver when Jim Shofner, 
TCU's new head coach, was 
an assistant with San Fran­
cisco. " 
r ATLANTA (AP) - "When he first hit it, I din't think it would 
be gone, but it kept carrying, carrying," said A1 Downing, 
moments after surrending Henry Aaron's 715th home run Mon­
day night. 
The Los Angeles Dodgers' lefthander said that Aaron, who 
became baseball's greatest home run hitter in history with his 
one swing of the bat, "Hit a fastball, right down the middle on 
the upper part of the plate.." 
' 'The blast, a 400-foot towering drive over the left centerfield 
fence in Atlanta Stadium, came during a misty rain in the 
fourth inning on a 1-0 count. 
"He's a great hitter," said the 32-year-old Downing, a quiet, 
self-contained bachelor. 
"When he picks out his pitch, it's going somewhere, but when 
he first hit it, I didn't think it was gone. I was watching (left-
fielder) Bill Buckner, and the wind, but the ball kept carrying, 
carrying...." • 1 
Downing, a 13-year man in the majors With stops with the 
New York Yankees, Oakland A's, Milwaukee Brewers and 
Dodgers, came back after the delay and walked the next two 
batters and Was removed from the game by Manager Walter 
Alston. • 
"I didn't have good control and got behind him," said Dow­
ning. ' 
"I was trying to get it down and didn't. He hit it like good 
hitters do." • & 
, Downing said earlier that, "I'd like to see Hank get No. 715, 
but I'm not going to change my way of pitching to him. 
"I'm certainly not going to walk him, not going to throw four gold on it. 
balls over his head." Irvin was booed loudly by 
Ironically, Downing had given up only two home runs to the crowd; The displeasure.; 
Aaron previously, both last season and the only ones the Lis was aimed, at Kuhn, who had 
Angeles staff yielded to Aaron, who is in his 21st season in the 
/.majors. • *. • " w . 
, >r. e .. , . . 
bullpen to greet the 40-year-
old superstar. 
After Aaron touched home 
plate, teammates lifted him 
and carried him a few steps 
before the slugger broke away 
and trotted to a special box 
adjacent to the Atlanta 
dougout where he embraced 
his;4 wife,' Billye, and his 
parents, Mr.and Mrs. Herbert 
Aaron of Mobile, Ala. 
He stayed with his family 
about two minutes . before 
returning to the field and 
holding aloft the historic bail. 
The ball carried about 400 
feet and did not get into the 
seats. It was brought back to 
Aaron by Atlanta relief 
pitchier Tom House. 
"Just thank God it's all: 
over," Aaron told the cheer- ' -
ing crowd. , ' ; 
Moments later, black Hall 2 
of Famer Monte Irvin, 1" 
representing Commissioner'.^ 
Bowie Kuhn, presented Aaron ^ 
with a 13,000 diamond-studded mfs 
wrist watch commemorating; 
the occasion. The watch had'; 
the figures 715 imprinted in 
day night with his first swing 
of the nationally televised 
game; He had walked on five: 
pitches in the second inning 
and scored on an error. 
- His first run of the night set 
a National League record at 
2,063, moving him ahead of 
fellow Alabama native Willie, 
Mays, who retired last year. 
Aaron's chase for the record 
many thought unbreakable 
'reached on an error by 
JDodger shortstop Bill Russell, 
DOWNING then walked the 
next two batters, and was 
removed from the game by 
Dodger Manager Walt Alston. 
The 5-10, 182-pound pitcher 
then strolled, his head erect; 
to the Dodgers' dugout. 
£  THE HOME run was '  
Aaron's 93rd against the 








was surrounded by controver*;-^eam m°ved from Brooklyn to 
sy in which Kuhn had in- k°s Angeles. 
tervened twice. First Kuhn "! It was his 180th home run in 
directed Atlanta to play Aaron Atlanta Stadium since the 
in two of  the three opening Braves moved here  from 
toad games at Cincinnati, Milwaukee in 1966. Aaron's 
Then — after the slugger had 715 home runs break down to 
tied the record Thursday with 508 off right-hand pitchers and 








14 YEARS EXPERIENCE TO 1H 
SERVE 
HOT PIZZA AT YOUR C>0<SR 
South Austin Flea Market 
April 21,9 a.m. - 6 p.nu 
Come Sell Your Wares 
Set up your own booth, tables and tents. 
Plenty of Space Available 
Only $10 per space. 
Food, Drinks, ana Music 
Benefit for Senior Citizen Queen Contest 
San Jose Church. 2424 Oakcrest 
Reserve Space Now 
Call 442-6502 
For the Lowest TransJantic Airfares 
Check With Austin's . 




Second Level 472 
3471 
MERIT TRAVEL 
• • • 
FORT WORTH (AP) -
Texas Christian University 
had addi t ional  coaching 
assistance Monday as San 
Francisco '49er standouts 
John Brodie '  and Gene 
Washington arrived on cam-
bankamericmq 
i c. i'.' I vVJ-. 
We make arid 
repair boots 





$5 00 Many . Beautiful Colors $750 
• LEATHER SALE • 




1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309 
1iiav#ArbiMb>ope/lsrael 
SOPA can Issue you a TrtntAtlantlc Youlh Par* tichet ofia 
tchetfufed flight from Canada to Europeor a U S to Europe 
Student Far* ticket on a luiury ocean liner. 
As the wholly owned subsidiary of eleveA non-profit 
European National Student Buresys. SOFA canissue 
you the International Student ID Card 
and book you on any of lhe S.OOO A*1 
student charter (lights within Europe. # dQ /O7 
Israel, the Par East and Africa, at up 
<0 TVf* saving* over normal fares. 
if you want to lead a nomadic 
vacation, conskter SOfA's package 
containing a TransAHantic ticket from 
the U S to Europe and an Air Pats 
which is good for unlimited travel 
on all student charter nights around 
Europe and Israel. 
' •OFAatsooffartanaiieftslvearrayof 
tours attowtng the independent student 
traveller to lake advantage ol inexpensive 
group arrangements and slghtaaaing. 
Wa leeture euNufalty rewarding tsraet 
kibbuti programs and educational tours 
wfth*n Europe and the Soviet Union. 
J 
Other services available from SOFA include 
a draat Car Plan, the Student neifpass. 
language courses in Europe, and tow cost' 
ieecommodations in hotels, holiday vilteges. 
andhosteis All the dope I* inlhe 
FflSl 1074 Official Student Travel Guide' 
to Europe Israel. SOFA - don't sii on it ->• 
Send for it NOW 
D rMM Oiwde is sent bulk 3rd clsss mill 
(?-4«*eksd«Sveryi; Sena ^postageand . 
.we u send «l t« class maii 
Send 10: SOFA' 
•—»>*• >ixs»Tiaiil Caimi IK. 
118 Eaat 57th StreH Suite 120ft 
Hew York. N V100W 
1 Tel 
D & M. Volkswagen Repair' f, 
gl :BRAKfeblf ^ 
Replace Brake 8hoes on All-
4-Wheels. Turn Drums and 
Repack Wheel Bearings 
•29.95 
Disc Brakes EXTRA 
ALIGNMENT 
Align front End 
Balance Front Tires 
*12.50 
Align Rear End 
Balance Rear Tires 
•12.50 
v c : 
i f 
MAJOR ENGINE TUNE 
*18.00 
Parts and Labor • ' 
WARRANTY 
6 months - 6000 miles Parts 
and' labor . :^ss. 
Type IV's and 1972 
im, ii'» extra 
Factory Trained Mechanics 
MASTERCHARGE r- BANKAMERICARD 
836-4480 
OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 1 aTrri. to 6 p.m. 
611-C West Powell lane 
[ 
PLEASE COME BY AND SEE 
ROOM 8 COMPUTATION CENTER 
WED. 10th (all day) 




• CRT display !* • " 
• Basic language 
• Telecommunications with centra! computer 
One good 
mmmm. 
fofTsif i rn# * •  
<r • BEST 





STEAKS A BURGERS 
presents 
A HAMBURGER SPECIAL! 
OLD FASHIONED 
NO. 1 HAMBURGERS 
FOR -
ONLY 
WITH LETTUCE, TOMATO AND MAYONNAISE! 
411 W. 24th St. 
,472-5032 
Regular 89" Each 





THE DAILY TEXAN 
5 will publish its anntiai 
ROUND-UP 
This edition will capture ell the excitement < 
good timet of the many events scheduled 
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| :l iil'M si 
T . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . .  .  .  . . .  <  plus other BIG evetrtsi* 
Call Tho Daily Texan advertising offfi 
471-1806 and reserve your ad space I 
Round-Up Edition. YOUR ad should I 
there! • 
! • / ¥ ?  ' A 1 sr. Wi'mM} 
^ *cf 
MUST BRING COUPON 
Coupon good 'til 4/30/741 
NEW POLICY!! 
HOUSE 
1103 W. 24th 
OCCUPANCY ONIY 
Semi-Private Rooms as Low as 
Luxurious Private Rooms $ 100 p.,m. 
• Maid Service • Private Bus 
• Heated Swimming Fool • Refrigerators • intercom 
Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines 
• StudyAreas . ^ 
• 24 Hr. Desk Service • TV in Lobby 
• Off Street Parking • Close to Campus 
• Special Meal Contracts 
, Available At Madison Housei 
Now accepting Fail '74 Contracts 
for U.T. Men and Women 
HOUSING OFFICE 709 West 22nd St 
478-9891 - 478-8914 
V.(  ̂ V 
SsSA' 
Come See - Come Live 
GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY $ $ 
'•.Iff 1£P7 
J;' 
Tu|sday&APriJ 9, 1974 THE DAILY T^AN P$ge 
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By NORMA CAVAZOS there is not Mich variety.-
Although Austin employment ser- ^, "The majority of openings involve . 
vice representatives Monday/Neither clericial or construction worki?£ 
predicted an abundance of summer;-,l! with food service funning a close , 
jobs,va .University official was skep- .-third," she said. 
• -tiea!fl^VJ»i, V'rf - , But Frank Campbell, director of the 
"The market in Austin is excellent/ rT part-time job placement division of 
There are probably more jobs than ^' the Student Financial Aids Office, 
can be filled," Bob Fair, manager of J;'LS said jobs on campus will be scarce..' ', 
Snelling & Snelling Employment^' "THESE JOBS are rough to get" 
Agency, said Monday. "because word of mouth is the primary 
factor in fil l ing them. The 
departments seldom go through our 
offices," he said. 
hi': "It will be a typical summer -A;/; 
. more students looking for jobs than 
will find them." 
He said students not planning to at­
tend summer school would have more 
^"Manpower, Inc.,  an agency 
specializing in summer employment^ 
also has been "snowed with job 
openings, more than we will be able to 
fill," a staff member said. 
ALTHOUGH THERE is evidently' 
an abundance of jobs, KarenH 
Eggleston of Manpower pointed out 
fplpf 
luck job Hunting in a bigger city like 
Houston or Dallas. 
tfsJBut for those who plan to stay in 
Austin, there are several placement 
services designed to hglp the. student, 
find a job at no cos&JH5S .&$ 
THE TEXAS ErritfloylfiM' Coirn-' 
mission, 1215 Guadalupe St., invites 
students to take advantage of its job 
informationService. f ~ 
The commission has a catalogue of 
every available job. Students are en­
couraged to look through the listings 
and select, jobs for which they, feel 
qualified. • 
Snelling & Snelling, 251 Hancock 
Center, will begin its sixth summer 
job program May 6. A listing of jobs 
and prospective employers will be 
available in their office. Students can 
arrange interviews and., accept jobs 
with no obligation to Snelling & Snell­
ing. a 
STUDENTS WHO will be enrolled: 
in summer school can fill out a-
registration form at the Student 
Financial Aids Office, 2608 Whitis 
Ave. The office will then refer the 
' students to businesses which ate for 
.jeed of summer help. 
^ Although the chances of finding a 
job look good, all the employment ser­
vices advise students to begin early 
and to be persistent. 
"The Austin job market has always, 
been good because employers are 
willing to hire students who want to 




Cad Williams, said. 
"I THINK rates are atioiit 
as high as they'll get now. We 
do follow the New York banks 
By DAVID BARRON 
One Austin bank raised its 
(-^rime lending rate from 9.75 
/.-^to 10 percent Monday in the 
.•"^wake of a similar action by a 
3%iajor New York City bank, ^insetting up our rates, but our 
•# The 10 percent rate, a#^'own internal money costs are 
going up also," Williams said.> 
:• Officials at University State 
Bank, Austin National Bank, 
American Bank and Capital' 
National Bank all said Mon­
day their prime rates will re-r 
main at 9.75 percent but said 
future increases were 
Enounced Monday morning by; 
^Bankers Trust Bank in New 
York, is the highest in; history, 
. equaled only by a similar rise 
in late December and January 
of last year. Texas State Bank 
Of Austin then raised its prime; 
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3 
Every weeknight (and throughout 
the weekend) Texas International 
rides you high between Austin and 
Dallas Love Field for a new low fare. 
Only $15 either way (plus a minimal ' 
security charge); That's 40% off the 
regular $25 fare, so you get where 
you're going with $10 to spare. 
Handy money whether you're on 
the roam or headed home. 
Board Texas International's flight 
168 DC-9 jet at 8:50 P.M. in Austin 
and be at Dallas Love Field by 9:30 • 
P.M. Leave Dallas Love Field at 9:50 
P.M. via DC-9 jet flight 169 and 
arrive at Austin, by 10:33 P.M. Or fly 
anytime during the weekend for the 
same low price. 
You'll get a 100% Texas-style ride 
for 40% off regular fare. From Texas 
International. The airline that knows 
the territory. 
International 
. We know the tetilloi y. 
, Page 8 Tuesday, April 9, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
"possible." ?. 
The new high was the result 
of a nationwide prime rate in­
crease over the last few 
weeks.- The rate stood at 8.75 
percetat in March until various 
banks began to increase it  at-
the rate of one-quarter per­
cent per week, culminating in 
Monday's action. 
THE INTEREST limit in 
Texas is 10 percent, but Austin 
National Bank President Leon 
Stone said the rate could 
climb as high as 12 percent in 
other states if inflation is not 
stemmed. 
"We're just hoping we can 
continue as we are and not 
have to charge higher rates, 
but since our depositors can 
take their money to New York 
and obtain better rates for it, 
we may be*forced to change," 
Stone added. 
Bob Present, chairman of 
the board of Capital National 
Bank, attributed the latest 
rise to increased loan 
demands throughout the na­
tion, "but at the same time, 
the Federal Reserve System 
has not supplied extra money 
for these loans, so money 'is 
tight. Inflation is the root .of 
the problem. 
'"THIS IS A very'disturbing 
trend, and I'm sorry to see it 
happening. We thought the 
rates would go down this year 
and we still hope so, but we 
follow the New York rates and 
if there is a general increase, 
we'll have to follow it," Pre­
sent added. . K 
Both Present and Stone, 
along with Tom McCrumbin 
of American Bank, said they 
"hoped" they would not have 
to raise their prime rates and 
would study the nationwide^ 
situation before doing so. 
"WE'VE ALWAYS tried to 
hold the rates down for the 
benefit of our.customers. As a 
consumer-oriented bank, low 
interest rates are better for 
all of us. However, with infla­
tion running wild, I can see it 
getting even higher if things 
do not change," Stone said. 
Bob Ryan of the University 
Bureau of Business Research 
said while the increase was 
not a drastic one, it might 
tend to stifle new construction 
prpjects and long-term in­
vestments. 
Accordingly, the New York 
Stock market slumped badly 
in early trading after the New 
York bank's increase was an­




An exercising conditioning 
• trail, Vita Parcours, designed 
to give people an enjoyable 
way-to stay physically fit ,  is 
now in Austin. The trail is at 
29th Street and Shoal Creek 
Boulevard on Lamar 
Boulevard. 
The course, just over a mile 
in length, has' signs posted 
along the way describing the 
exercises to be performed. 
The exercises go from warm-
up to difficult, to relaxing as 
the trail progresses. 
Brackenridge Park's Waller 
Creek area will be the site of 
another Vita Parcours course. 
The trail will be near the 
business district so business 
men and women can go there 
on their lunch breaks. The 
trails have no hours and are 
free. 
A.A. "Sonny" Rooker, head 
of the state physical fitness 
program, said, "I get 1,000 in­
quiries a year from people in 
the community for this type of 
park. 
"The Vita Parcours can be 
adapted to any hike and bike 
trail by only installing the 
signs," Rooker said. "It is the 
perfect way for our parks to 
serve the community more 
fully." •. 
Erwin Weckemann, a Swiss 
architect and gym enthusiast,' 
is the founder of Vita Par­
cours. The trails have spread 
throughout Europe from their 
start  in Switzerland. Jn 
Europe the trails are used for 
dates, family outings and 
business meetings. 
The Largest 
Selection of ' 
RECORDERS 
im iiVnYt-rSl 
i from *2.25 upf 
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u political roundup 
Texan Staff Photo by Paul Calapa 
The Hum of Spring 
A bee warms up to springtime while investigating a blossom at Zilker Gardens. The 
gardens, in Zilker Park/ are open to the public daily until 4:30 p.m. 
Masspge Parlors Rub 
Wrong Way 
T h e  ,  A u s t i n  P o l i c e  
Department's vice squad filed 
complaints Monday with Dr. 
John Sessums, Austin-Travis 
County Health Department 
d i r e c t o r ,  c h a r g i n g  s i x  
m a s s a g e  p a r l o r s  w i t h  
violating the city massage 
parlor ordinance. 
Sessums said he and his 
leagl adviser will review the 
complaints; II they decide ac­
t i o n  n e e d s  t o  b e  t a k e n ,  
Sessums will issue a notice 10 
days prior toi a set hearing 
datet 
The hearing could result in 
revocation; or suspension of 
the licenses of the parlors, 
Sessums added. 
According to the ordinance, 
any act, or acts of sexual inter­
course within an establish­
ment or any solicitation for 
immoral purposes by an 
employe are grounds for the 
revocation or suspension of a 
lieense.Sessumssaid. 
The complaints came less 
t h a n  t w o  w e e k s  a f t e r  1 4  
masseuses were arrested and 
charged with prostitution. 
The establishments in­
v o l v e d  a r e  E d i e ' s  o f  
Hollywood, Caesar's Retreat, 
Castillo Del Reys, Cleopatra's 
Cove, Both Sexes and Magic 





The ttudents' attorneys, Frank 
Ivy and Ann Bower, are 
-available by appointment from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday* 
through Friday in Union 
Building 301. Telephone 471-
7142. The *tudeht«r attorneys 
will handle. landlord-tenant, 
coniumer protection, employes' 
rights, taxation and insurance 
cases. Criminal1 cases and 
domestic problems by appoint-
ment only. 
U.Sr.. Rejx. <J,J; "JakeV 
Pickle and his two challengers 
for the 10th District House 
seat, State Rep. Larry Bales, 
.D-Austijn, and Austin teacher 
E.H. Meadows, will par­
ticipate in a public debate 
Thursday at the ̂ University. 
•• The debate will revolve 
around questions from the, 
audience, siaid R. Michael; 
^Berrier, member of the Stu­
dent Committee for Political 
Debate, which is sponsoring 
the discussion under the 
auspices of the Lyndon Baines 
Johnson School of Public Af­
fairs. 
. The three candidates will 
' begin their discussion at 3 
p.m. Thursday in the East 
Campus Library Lecture Hall. 
The debate will be free and 
(Open to students. 
Impeachment 
U.S. .Rep. J.J. "Jake" 
Pickle of Austin said -Monday 
that the House would not im­
peach President Nixon if a 
vote were taken now. 
"I do not think there are to­
day — this very minute and 
this very hour — enough 
members in the House "of 
Representatives to vote a bill 
of impeachment and send the 
matter for trial in the 
Senate," he said at'a press 
conference. 
"This is because only about 
30 members of the House are 
willing to commit themselves 
before the Judiciary Com­
mittee makes its report,!' 
Pickle noted, adding, "The 
overwhelming majority of 
House members are waiting 
to examine the evidence first­
hand/' 
Pickle said the definition of 
"impeachable offense" will 
be left up to the individual 
House members. _ 
When asked if income tax 
presents 
KENNETH THREADGILL 
TONIGHT THRU SATURDAY 
Serving your favorite Beer dric/ ^ ^ , 
Wine Coolers, Sangria, and 
21 varieties of Pizzas 
| TOO SMOOTH 3 
£ NO COVER MONDAY-THURSDAY * 
- OPEN 8 p.m. lOth/lamar 477-3783 




Directed by Stanley Kramer 
Starring: Spencer Tracy. 
Frederic March, Gene Kelly 
Tonight 
7 and 9:15 p.m. 
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April 17-20, 22-27 8 pm 
.evasion was an impeachable 
offense, Pickle said, "The 
joint congressional com-
„ mittee simply made a state-' 
ment of fact — the President 
owed a certain amount of tax­
es. It did not say there was 
any element of fraud.", 
Endorsement 
With an eye toward educa­
tion, the Travis County 
Democratic Women's Com­
mittee endorsed Mrs. Exalton 
Delco for state represen­
tative, Place 1, Monday. . 
Committee Chairwoman 
Millie di Donato said that with 
education being a major con­
cern of the upcoming Texas 
Legislature, Travis County 
will need a representative 
with Ms. Delco's experience 
and insight into educational 
issues. 
Barrientos 
Gonzalo Barrientos called 
Monday for the creation of 
tWo new regulatory com­
missions that would supervise 
all public utilities and would' 
provide comprehensive 
management for Texas' 
natural resources. 
Barrientos, Place 4 state 
i 
representative candidate,! 
proposed at a press con- •• 
ference. the formation of a' 
Texas Regulation Commis­
sion that would have control 
of all public utilities, in-7 
eluding natural  gas,  
petroleum and oil and in- ; 
trastate> telephone rates. .. 
An Environmental '" 
Resource Management Com- '* 
mission he suggested at the 
conference would be responsi­
ble for seeking out new energy 
sources, setting standards for 
the production of energy 
sources and protect ing 
natural resources such as 




tion met criticism Monday 
from Gerald L. Weiss, can­
didate for state represen­
tative, Place 4, in the May 4 
Democratic primary. 
Weiss, who is trying to un­
seat  incumbent Wilson 
Foreman,  condemned 
delegates for failing to ''for­
bid the creation of a state in­
come tax" and for not incor­
porating a limit on welfare 
spending in the proposed con-, 
stitution. 
Also, Weiss said the conven* 
lion "failed miserably" in 
providing for mass transit 
funding. He proposed the 
, creation of a transportation 
commission to regulate mass 
transit throughout the state. 
Contributions 
Tonight Only 
; AH Travis County primary 
candidates have filed cam­
paign finance reports with the 
county clerk's  off ice  
enumerating their  con­
tributions, loans and expen­
ditures through March 25. 
» Barrientos, one of four can­
didates running for state 
representative, Place 4, has 
garnered more contributions 
but also has spent more 
money than any other 
legislative candidate from 
Travis County. 
Barrientos has collected 
$10,324, with $5,000 being'con­
tributed by James Bruch of 
Martchaca. His largest expend 
diture was $4,313 for televi­
sion advertising. 
John Wofford Mugge, can­
didate for the Place 1 House 
seat where there is no incum­
bent, has outspent his four 
competitors for that position 
Mugge has invested $3,908 of 
his  reported $6,523 for 




Supplied all the money for 
campaign. \ |S| 
Glen Murchison, candidatf V. v 
for county commissioner^ 
Precinct 2, has received $13,^|r| 
000 in contributions and loans^', 
leading the race of TraviS J; 
County commissioner'  
hopefuls, Murchison has spent , 
$6,295 of the contributions?;V 
with $2,273 going for television.-. 
advertising. " 
Bob Honts, also a candidate 
in Precinct 2, has spent $12,-
362, the most of any Travis 
^County candidate. He has 
received $9,533 in con­
tributions, with $500 being 
given by University System 
Regent Allan Shivers and $2,-
000 of his own funds. 
Although not surpassing 
Murchison in contributions or. 
exceeding Honts in expen­
ditures, Richard Moya, run­
ning for re-elect ion in 
Precinct 4, leads the pack of 
the four candidates running 
for that position. Moya has 
spent $7,233 of his $7,657 in 
contributions. 
Travis County candidates 
will have to file financial 
reports again seven days 
before the May 4 primary and 
must submit two subsequent 
statements 31 and 62 days 




2915 Guadalupe 4764394 
LIVE! ALL WEEK! 
10 PIECE CHICAGO SHOWBAND 
* , ENJOY OUR 
HAPPY HOUR PRICES 
3 - 7:30 
$1.40 Pitcher 75' Highball 30'Mug 
* -
[1411 tAWA-472-r31Jl 
TONIGHT THRU SATURDAY 
AND 
MILTON CARROLL & BILLY C 
Adv. Tickets at Inner Sanctum & Discount Records 
EVhK X ONE ADMITTED FFEE T0NITE 
Theat re Room 471-1444 
im • .sum 
DOUG SAHM 
and Friends * 
with Fat Charlie • Link Davis 
• Richard Elizondp • More 
707 Boo Caves Rd. 327-9016 
THE PUB" 
, presents 
BILLY JOE SHAVER 
0 
Open for Lunch 11:30 
2 for 1 Mixed Drinkt fill 6:00 
38th pncMH 35 152-2306 
a shoprrr 
a Spccial 
SHOP NO. 1 
Our very first shop! 
This store still retains 
its original charm— 
a snug shop just large 
enough to seat 20 
friendly people, which 
probably explains the 
cozy atmosphere. 
Convenient to the east 









crammed full of three 
meats and two ; ; 
cheeses, plus a serving 
of our own homemade 
potato salad, plus any 
fountain drink of your 
choice. Regular $135 -
value—only 994. No 
coupon needed—just 
ask for the Submarine 
Special. Offer good 
through April 26,1974, 
at shop No. 1 Only. 
SHOP NO. 2 
This outlet opened 
just three months after 
oUr first shop. A little 
larger—but still main­
tains the small friendly 
atmosphere. Located 
on the drag— 
convenient to the 
Communication School 
Complex and the 








Our most popular 
sandwich! We cut the 
turkey very thin and 
pile it high. Served with 
our own homemade 
potato salad and any 
fountain drink of your 
choice. A regular $1.40 
value—only 994. No 
coupon needed—just 
ask for the Turkey 
Special. Offer good 
through April 26, 1974, 
at shop No. 2 only.-
SHOP NO. 3 
The largest Sam-
Witch shop! Designed 
and built, to serve you 
quickly in a pleasant 
atmosphere—a unique 
indoor sidewalk cafe 
inside Dobie Mall. 
EVENING 
SPECIAL 
Ruben or Pastrami 
Soup or Potato Salad 
Fountain Drinkor Beer 
$1.50 
This special is 
offered to solve the 
afternoon and evening 
meal search. Offer 
good at shop No. 3 in 
Dobie only from 4 pm 
till 9 pm. Your choice 
of a hot Ruben or 
Pastrami sandwich. 
Served with your choice 
of soup or potato salad 
and a drink of your . 
choice, including beer! 
A regular $1.95 value 
only $1.50. Offer good 




—only 254 a glass 
from 3 pm till 6 pm 
daily. 
Shop No. 1- 2821 San Jacinto . 
Shop No. 2-2604 Guadalupe 
- - - •* 




Tuesday, April V1974 THE^jDAH^ TEXArf Fage 9 
33th Annual Art Facul-
tyExhibition; on display to 
all .galleries, University 
Art Museum; through 
x» April 21. . 
* IEVIN LIPPMAN-ntf! i 
': Texan SM»ff Wi 




time pqses In^jKesting 
problems; With etfery year 
comes an annual art faculty 
exhibition. How much .has the-
year (being 1973 and a bit off 
1974) affected the art faculty? 
And, how much has the art 
faculty affected the year? 
This year's particular wars, 
deaths and social problems' 
don't necessarily present a 
temporal rhythm that must be 
traced through the art. 
Historical time may not find 
its way into every painting or 
sculpture. But there is a psy­
chological or physiological 
time that presents itself in the 
^changing attitudes and aging 







makes the 35th 
ifferent from the 
«{nual The perennial, spo 
iMsnew i. leaves®#* 
Associate Prof. Vincent 
j'Mariani's "Light Series" 
"'offers a variation of, color 
' "hues creating a spritual blend 
-of secrets of color decisively 
timed as one color jtpetches 




—Texan Staff Photo by David Woo 
'Troublemaker' 
P A R A M O U N T ^  
7 1 3  C O N G R E S S  A V E N U G  
So the 35th Annual Art 
Faculty Exhibition is a show 
about time. The 35th year of 
creativity on display. The 
THEATRES 
$1.50 til 6 .p.m. 
After 6 $2.50 child $1.00 
Features 2-4-6-3-10 
s>r 
BUTCH AND THE KID ARE BACK 
—JUST FOR f UN— 
"BUTCH CASSIDY 
AND THE SUNDANCE '*«' 
... - PAUL . ROBERT 
NEWMAN * BEDFORD 
C STARTS TOMORROW 
[Harry Caul will go anywhere to 
fcug a private conversation 
His talents are unequalled.They v® already been, 
responsible for three murders. 
question then to be asked is 
what makes this year 
different fronrany of the 
others? Does "annual" imply 
a change, a development, or a 
rehash? 
Once a year, like on New 
Year's Eve, the creative 
forces that have-come to play 
for 12 months are brought out 
into the open. It- must be 
something of a cathartic ex­
perience seeing the product of 
a year's labor and thought 
processes aired in a public 
gaUeryr-f 
1 When Associate Prof. 
Robert Levers presents "A 
Serious Series" in which grit­
ting teeth belch cigar smoke 
over the gridded earth, there 
is a sense of the immediacy 
of time and art. The same is 
true of Asst. Prof. William 
Petty's "Space Arc," a pro­
ject with one end in the center 
of the museum and the other 
200 miles due east in the 
swamps of Louisiana .'By step­
ping over the quarter-inch 
wide line, one participates in 
the time and the space of the 
art. 
Then there is the more tell­
ing commentary on the times: 
Asst. Prof. William Berry's 
pen and ink drawing of Asst. 
Prof. Janet Berry, his wife, 
entitled "Troublemaker." 
So there is something that 
I 
Last Two Performances 
at 2 and 8 PM. 
KURT WEILL & 
MAXWELL ANDERSONS 







ITW AltrOti tlVD 454 7711 
Instructor Yee Jan Bao 
combines the bits and pieces 
of the history of art (Simone 
Martini's "Guidoriccio" of 
the 14th Century and Arman's 
paint drips of the 60s) with 
eclectic reasoning. 
Whether the art is timely or 
atemporal it offers telling in­
sights into the "creative 
time" at the University. That 
so many styles are happening 
together says something for 
the artistic freedom one has. 
There is no "Austin School" 
that sets a philosophic tempo 
to follow. 
But it is this directionless 
course that causes the ques­
tion "What kind jof year has 
this been?" to be left un­
answered in a short review. 
To be answered one must seek 
out each of the 48 faculty ar­
tists. 
Had there been a catalogue 
to explain the year, the art 
and the art faculty, one could 
' bettgr comprehend for what 
the exhibition stood this year 
as opposed to the last 34 
years. 
The "year" remains as im­
portant element in an annual. 
One expects a lot from the 
year, as though it were the 
most sacred and precious of 
times. This gives all the more 
, reason that the contributions 
the art faculty have made 
should be taken seriously. The 
35th Annual remains in search 
of a year. 
Students' 
Attorney 
The students' attorneys, Frank 
Ivy and Ann Bowtr, are 
available by appointment from 
8 a.m. tp 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday in Union 
Building 301. Telephone 471-
7142. The students' attorneys 
will handle landlord-tenant, 
consumer protection, employe*'-
rights, taxation and insurance 
cases. Criminal cases and 
domestic problems by. appoint­
ment only. 
A girl with a great following...600 troopers on her tail, 
And the rest of Texas cheering her on. 
1 h* CWtdof* Company potoAt* 
GeneHackman. 
"The Conversation" 
• 'Wrin*n Produced & o*' 
ftonas Ford Coppola 
John Cazale • Allen Garfield • Cindy Williams 
Musc*coc«5Dy Co-oryOuce' 
Frederic Forrest • David Shire • Fred Roos 
Color by TECHNICOLOR* • A Paramount Pictures Release 
100 BEFORE 5 P.M. 
FOR "PAPPILLON" 
ONLY 
I Riverside Twin Cinema 
|930 EAST DRIVE e"on 
Escape Is 
Everything! 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 441-5689 
S T A T  E  * 7 6 5 0 6 6  
7 1 9  C O N G R E S S  A V E N U E  
$1.00 til 3 p.m. 
2:30-4:20-6:10 
8:00-9:50 
ELLIOTT KASTNER presents AROBERT ALTMAN Rim 
ELLIOTT GOULD 
"THE LONG GOODBYE" 
flUFMMf. 
rut PUP MIL nun rvnoroa mt ouunninnu inrmoa 
B-stn»| 
HON - tehfMUMS 
tonftbi HAL BARWQQO s MAIIH1W RDBfiSNS fin* 
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VARSITY 4744351 
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| 2700 WEST ANDERSON LANE 
451-4352 
"Ihovenfrhad -
such a good time at 
a new movie in years." 
Peter Dogdancrvich. 
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20»h Century-Fern presents A MARTIN RITT/iRVING RAVETCH PRODUCTION 
Aho starring' PAUL WNFlELD^i HUME CRONYN 
Directed by MARTIN RITT Produced by MARTIN RITT ^nd HARRIET FRANK JF 
Screenotay tjy IRVING RAV6TCH & HARRIET FRANK JR . 
Based on the hook TheWater is Wide" by PAT CONROY Music JOHN WJtLIAMS 
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Act in 
• J 
. "Three Sisters," starring 
' Sir Laurence Olivier, Alan ( 
Sates, Joan Plowrlght; 
based on the play by Anton : 
- Chekhov; produced by Ely 
Landan; directed by 
Laurence Olivier r ̂ t the 
Fox Tuesday only. 
By WILLIAM A. STONE JR. 
* Texan Staff Writer 
^'Three Sisters," the 
American Film Theatre's 
latest offering, strikes me as 
one of those perplexing films 
which crop up every now and ; 
again that leaves its audience 
in a state of prickling indeci­
sion. 
Films like this are not real­
ly great, but they're most 
assuredly not bad, and it 
becomes almost a matter of 
academics to determine just 
how good, in fact, the movie 
really is. 
"Sisters," directed by Sir 
Laurence! Olivier (who also 
acts in the film), probably 
represents most truly the 
AFT's concept o£ "theater-on-
filnx." Olivier, self-
admittedly, has chosen to 
leave "Sisters" almost exact­
ly as Chekhov wrote it, and 
thus, rfiis production is indeed 
little more than a filmed play. 
Page v Tuesd^f, April-9, 1-974 9<E DAILV TEXAN 
FOX TWIN 1 "rumntue M 
y?7nww 
OLIVER REED RAQUEL WELCH , . \ v 
RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN And MICHAEL YORK « o A«o,oon 
FRANK FINLAY CHRISTOPHER LEE GERALDINE CHAPLIN 
»« RICHARO LESTEH THE THREE MUSKETEERS ^ 
w#. SIMON WARD *<vj FAYE DUNAWAY « *wo<»r; 
CHARUON HESfON «con^ > • 
"'" WHEN 'the AFT first an­
nounced its concept to the 
public; there were those skep­
tics who asked what the AFT 
could offer that the original 
theater production couldn't. 
The answer given then went 
something like this: the plays 
chosen to. be recorded will be 
markedly improved because 
of and through the stylistic 
techniques unique to cinema 
and the high selectivity of its 
camera. 
; Therefore, the success of 
the AFT series depends large­
ly on the skill, imagination, 
flair, thoughtfulness gnd ex­
ecution of the directors' ef­
forts. With "Sisters," director 
Olivier manages to pull the 
whole thing off better than 
might be expected, but as 
feared, his producton is 
hampered by some rather ob­
vious headaches. 
In the first place, the 
heavier - than - heavy -drama -
image which the AFT has ac­
quired in the past months can 
only work against Chekhov's 
famous play about Russia's 
upper middle-class. With the 
exception of "Rhinoceros," 
the predecessors of "Sisters" 
seem to take themselves with 
such a sense of dramatic im­
portance and weight as almost 
to intimidate the viewer. It's 
as if one has meditate and fast 
•for three days before seeing 
an AFT production. 
SECONDLY, the film ii a 
rather hefty two hours and 43 • 
minutes long (the opening 
scene itself runs 45 minutes) 
and Olivier can just dp so 
much to keep the entire vehi­
cle alive, moving and fresh. 
He tries earnestly and 
somewhat successfully to 
vary his tempo and to provide 
the movie bits of humor and 
quickness to save it from a 
sense of doggedness and 
tediousness. 
Nevertheless, my mind 
wandered a good deal as I 
watched this movie, and quite, 
frankly, I wished Olivier had 
assigned himself an easier 
project. "Sisters" is most 
definitely a hornets' nest f^r a 
movie director, and Olivier, 
together with cameraman 
Geoffrey Unsworth, has not 
quite survived the ordeal un-
stung! 
Of course, I could go on and 
on about how superb the ac­
ting is, and how really 
memorable are the perfor­
mances of Alan Bates, Joan 
Plowright and Olivier, but 
space wop't allow it. Suffice it 
to say that "Sisters" tries so 
hard to overcome its basic 
drawbacks that I not only ap-
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This time the bullets are 
hitting pretty close to home! 
CHnt Eastwood 
is Mrty Harry in 
Cinema 
Four 
2700 WEST ANDERSON IANE 
451->3S2 
VILLAGE - 12:40-3:00-5:20-7:40-10:00 
WITH $1.00 TIL 5 M0N.-FRI. 
SOUTHWOOD - 5:30-7:45-9:55 
WITH $1.0K0 TIL 6 M0N.-SAT. 
TRANS* TEXAS 
12200 Hancock Drive - 453«641 
tTTMTH remuaui« 
OPEN 1:45 FEA. 2-4-6-8-10 
4th GREAT WEEK 
FILMED IN BASTROP 




m BIYTHE DANNER 
( STARTS TOMORROW 1 
x^^adnitz / Mattel Productions presents 
ENTERTAINMENT FOjft THE ENTIRE FAMILY 
ul HAVEN'T HAD SUCH A GOOD TIME 
AT A NEW MOVIE IN YEARS." 
Peter Bogdanovich, 
New York Magazine 
TRANS* TEXAS 
DEESM 
1423 W Btn White Blvcf — 44? ?333 
A 
'•TECHNICOLOR® 
TRANS * TEXAS 




ALSO STARRING HAL H0LBR00K 
OPEN 
1:45 
I "24 Ouadaluoe St. -.477-1964 
COLUMBIA PICTURES pf«»entk 
JACK NICHOLSON 
THK LAaST DK1A1L 
*11 ACKHAI rilM . « I P AUKillfS Fillwi l-pl 
$1.50 til 6 p.m. 
F«a. 2-4-6-8-10 
NOMINATED FOR 










"BUTCH CASSIDY & THE SUNDANCE KID" 
f. «M Prnk «« PAUL MONASM ^ ' 
Co STROTHEB MARTIN • JEFF COREV • HENRY JONES • 
Prfxhjcetl r>Y JOMN f Oilman • [Jwocfw ny QKOBOC flpv hih • Wll t IAM OOL^MAN, 
Muse Composed 9'nd Gnnducied t»y ftAC^AHAOM* -M>it;*VMAN 1'OntMAN 
Ccuor t>y Detune' H<*( BU*f WCHAMCH5 RjtfAW H«*o r»fc«' Oft iy H«ff it J** by 8 ) TtaNf 
[PGL:-
NOW SHOWING AT THE FOLLOWING THEATRES 
FEATURES 2-4-6-8-10 
P A R A M O U N T w n  
1 i f.ON r. ^ A VF N I |(. 
TWIM 
SHOIA/TOWW U.S.A. 
Comofon Rd ot 18 3 
? 3 6 -  8 0 8 4  
AND Q U A R I U S - 4  
l-WTMAIil 
BOX OFFICE OPEN7il$ SHOW STARTS DUSK 
CO FEATURE AT DRIVE-IN'S ONLY • 
THE CUIPEPPER CATTLE COMPANY#!!! 
—-i*' tUiKfS&h 
.m* 
By ANN GUNTER v„ 
For a rhythm-and-blues fan, 
there were several reasons to look 
forward to Saturday night's NBC 
special, "Rhythm and Blues." i$iY 
First, R&6 is not much in vo|is'T 
with a lot of the ' 
Fails in Presenting R&B 
^Strilt (with nn milralamiinri *ha ki.'>u»it.i./».n «- IT to unr ui i.. iwii Mnn ^ii ' Strut (with no ike) around the ofi^-^ielap. be spontaheous or otherwise 
;ftagonal utage white th? iffhele—TSITOSF soulful appreciation. They 
group sang the ending-chorus over 
. and over. Suddenly the viewer was 
American pop 
music audience and is therefore 
not often available to TV viewers. 
Even on radio, the main sources of 
black music ordinarily are the top 
40 stations, and these do little to > 
expose music fans to good pop -
music other than various forms of '} 
white rock and country. Second, 
black performers have been put­
ting out increasingly outstanding 
music lately. ' 
Lou Rawls' intra, climaxed by 
his singing ''Natural Man," gave 
the promise of a fine show. But it 
became apparent soon that the 
performers were at times • 
thwarted in their spontaneity by a • 
certain directorial staginess, some 
ill-placed advertisements and a 
preoccupation with a seemingly 
carefully selected audience. 
The first group was La Belle, 
three women and a token man, 
who were sophisticated stylists, 
yet so ferociously funky that they 
got the audience stirred up to the 
only furor of the evening. From 
there, the contingent oftimmensely 
talented performers had to work 
hard to overcome a series of 
hurdles evidently imposed by the 
producers and directors of the 
show. ' 
For example, one of the women 
in La Belle, toward the end of their 
song, did a great singing, dancing 
tipped from her enjoyment by a 
series of incongruous commer­
cials. » 
BUT the return to the show 
revealed B.B. King. King has 
come under fire lately, mostly 
from college folks who don't think . 
it proper for a blaqk man to sing 
other than blood-and-guts blues or 
Jo be backed up by more than a. 
couple of primitive side men. King 
gets more help now, and proved 
with his 'The Thrill Is Gone" that 
he is still doing his thing; not 
someone else's, as he has for the 
last 30 or 40 years. 
The.fact that he didn't have the 
audience in the palm of his hand 
made the physical setting become 
noticeable. The seating was stiff 
and inappropriate. The small 
audience wats arranged, neatly in 
rows like so many school children. 
With the background orchestra dis­
creetly off camera and the antisep­
tic little stage, it became apparent 
that the concert took place not in 
an auditorium or concert hall, but 
in a television studio. This 
arrangement inhibited both the 
performers and the audience. 
As the camera panned the 
audience during the next two per­
formances by Freda Payne and a 
group called Kool and the Gang, 
the fans seemed self-conscious and 
ill at ease, particularly the white" 
members. Many^ of the audience 
seemed unsure just how or when to 
-therefore '- appeared - staged 
- .themselves, suffering from what 
. appeared to be an ironic quota 
system demanding that the crowd 
"•, Jbe made up of a certain percentage 
token white folks. 
<j  ̂ ON TOP of this, Freda Payne's 
~'*two selections, although they were 
good, were so polished and stylized 
; that they seemed a little out of 
place on a R&B specialty show. . 
She was followed by Kool and the 
Gang, who did a long version of 
: their current hit, " Jungle Boogie," 
including a long, purely jazz sax 
solo. It was indeed cool; it's a 
- shame that jazz is even less pop­
ular these days than R&B. 
: Lou Rawls, the host, is a 
magnetic performer with a 
positively unsinkable appeal. After 
he sang "Dead End Street," the: 
audience was warmed up again for 
a really funny ventriloquist who 
kept everyone appreciative. The 
next group, Creative Force, was 
accompanied by some fancy 
background visual effects that 
must have been enjoyed by media 
cognoscenti all over the country. 
After repeat performances by 
B.B. King (who appeared rushed 
' through his current hit by a frantic 
floot; manager), Freda Payne, La 
Belie, and mohologuist Irwin C. 
Watson, Rawls closed the show 
with his usual fine rendition of 
"Love Is a Hurting Thing" and 
asked viewers to write NBC if they 
wanted to see more shows such as 
this one. 
IT IS NOT likely that NBC will 
"be inundated with requests, unless 
they are accompanied by 
• criticisms of the rampant black-
oriented commercials represen­
ting the good life, the touch-and-go 
. rapport with the audience and the 
stagey ^element. of the perfoj-
, The numbers were goo<3 tedinical-
ly. But how can the performers 
feel comfortable if the audience 
isn't? In such endeavors, it should 
be almost axiomatic with the 
producers that seating for the 
audience be optional. If the fans 
were allowed to respond to the 
music physically, by dancing, clap­
ping, singing along, then a 
reciprocal cycle of inspiration 
could develop between them and 
the performers, and this in­
variably improves the music. 
If the musicians were to perform 
longer sets; they could build up 
audience appreciation rather than 
cutting it off on cue. The per­
formers could then pace 
themselves and perhaps select 
preceding and succeeding songs 
which enhanced one another,: 
rather than moving aside because 
their time was up. 
That is more the format of 
ABC's "In Concert," on which, for 
example, King was much better. 
The difference between "In 
o Concert" and "Rhythm and 
" Blues" is that the former is more 
eclectic, and the latter was con­
trived to showcase a kind of music 
that deserved better. 
Wednesday •' « 
April 10 . . ' . : • i 
Noon4:30 p.m,; SantfWich 
Seminar — Consumer 
Protection Series: "Buying 
and Maintaining Home 
Appliances," Harrell's Ser-
v i c e  C e n t e r ;  U n i o n  
Building 104; sponsored by 
Academic Affairs. 
5-7 p.m.; Patio Dinner; 
food and entertainment to 
b e  a n n o u n c e d ;  U n i o n  
P a t i o ;  s p o n s o r e d  b y  
M u s i c a l  E v e n t s  C o m ­
mittee. 
7, 9:30 p.m.; Film: "Henry 
V," with Sir Laurence 
Olivier; $1 UT students, 
f a c u l t y ,  s t a f f ;  $ 1 . 5 0  
: -iafoernberis; Union Theatre; 
:sponsored by Arts* and 
Theatre Committee. 
Thursday 
April 11 . 
4:30, 7 p.m.; Mandatory 
Orientation tor prospective 
U n i o n  C o m m i t t e e  
m e m b e r s ;  m a n d a t o r y  
attendance for prospective 
members at either 4:30 or 7 
p.m. meetings; Union Stu­
dent-Faculty-Staff lounge; 
sponsored by Texas Union 
Program Council. 
7, 9 p.m.; Film: "Top 
H a t , "  s t a r r i n g  F r e d  
A s t a i r e  a n d  G i n g e r  
Rogers; $1 UT students, 
f  a c u l  t y ,  s t a i f ; .  $ 1 . 5 0  
members; Union Theatre); 
sponsored by Arts and 
Theatre Committee. 
8-11:30 p.m.; West Side Se­
c o n d  S t o r y :  E w i h g  § t .  
. Times; pies," bread, tea, 
c o f f e e ,  c i d e r ,  h o t  
chocolate; through Satur­
day; $1 admission Thurs­
day; $1.50 admission Fri­
day and Saturday; Union 
West Mall; sponsored by 
M u s i c a l  E v e n t s  C o m ­
mittee. 
IS TEXAS 
Tuesday night on Happy 
Days, Richie develops a crush 
on a new student who wants to 
keep their relationship on a 
friendship level. Will he con­
vince her :that love is better? 
Tune in at i p.m. on channel 24. 
to learn the answer. 
6:30 p.m. 
7 Hee Haw 
9 News -
; -24 ) Dream of Jeanriie 
36 Eyewitness News 
7 p.m. -
. .. 9 Bill Moyers'Journal 
; 24 Happy Days 
A Service of the Depmrtment of RmdJo/Television/Film 
HORIZONS WEST 
(1952) 
directed by Budd Boetticher 
starring 
Robert Ryan Julie Adams 
Tonight! 
7 and 9 p.m. 
Admission $1 
Jester Auditorium 
MLRCd vr rnu uun icu_rjyuuDiu 
521 E .1 si S.*th Slrj'fM 472 7<)79_ 
LAST DAY! 
BOGART AND CAGNEY 
TOGETHER IN RAOUL WALSH'S 




STARRING JAMES CAGNEY - 6: IS- 1Q:00 
STARTS WEDNESDAY: MARILYN MQNROE 















Mon. thru Fri. 
see. . C A P I T A L  P L A Z A  
4- V 






ri>- "*/ ^ i *>& K V, 
LAST DAY 
I' BIAZING SADDLES" 
12:50-2:40-440 
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By ROBERT E. FORD 
Associated Press Writer 
John B. Connally: "Por-
: /trait in Power;" by Ann 
" Fears Crawford And Jack 
„ K e e v e r ;  J e n k i n s  
1 Pubusfiing Co., Austin; 480 
,,{>age8; $9.50. 
"There Can be little question 
that John B. Connally is a 
remarkable figure today in 
Texas politics. Whatever he 
does has important effects;? 
This is strikingly confirmed 
in the new book about the 
former governor and Cabinet 
member^:,"A Portrait in 
on Coniially's young yearsex- questionablie objectivity 
cept to stow how his lack of without a great deal of 
-money-base-through his -balance 7from they^pfls 
college years as "Big Man on 
Campus" affected him latere 
After graduation, Connally 
36 Adam-12 . 
7 Hawaii Flve-O . v.. 
24 Movie;: "Melvln Purvis,,Q-Man" 
36 Stanley Cup Playoff Game 
t p.m. 
9 Black Journal 
1:30 p.m. 
,7 NBA Basketball Playoff 
9 p.m. 
f Virginia Museum Documentary 
24 Marcus Welby, M.D. 
10 p.m. 
9 Eye to Eye 
24, 36 News 
10:30 p.m.' 
7 Movie: "Chandler" 
9 The Advocates 
24 ABC Wide World of Entertain­
ment 
It has a surprising amount 
of deUiil packed into its 460 
pages without ever becoming 
boring because of the author's 
Skills, Jack Keever is an 
Associated Press staff 
reporter who is acknowledged 
by his contemporaries as a 
fine writer and Ann Fears 
Crawford has four other books 
to her credit. 
The story wastes little time 
Szarkowski 
Jo Speak -
• John. Szarkowski, director 
of photography at the Museum 
of Modern Art in New York 
City, will speak at 8:30.p.m. 
Tuesday in the Art Building 
Auditorium. 
Known throughout the world 
as one of the foremost critics 
and practitioners of still 
camerawork, Szarkowski will 
present slides of work by 
himself and others to il­
lustrate ; his lecture on the 
h is tory ,  and ar t  of  
photography. -
was really on his way up. He 
became friend and associate 
the rich and powerful. 
^The book i s  -  l aced 
throughout with the name of 
Johnson. It could not be 
otherwise. Connally became 
an associate of the late Presi-
- dent Lyndon B. Johnson when 
Johnson was on his way up. 
Each needed the other; and 
they made a fine personal and 
political team. 
' The book at various points 
seeks to catch the personaltiy : 
'££t might have been an en­
tirely different sort of book 
had Connally lent his aid to 
the authors^.However, he 
declined. * 
Connally is b complex man, 
as was Johnson, demonstrated 
by the many bitter differences 
Connally had with Johnson, 
par t icular ly  af ter  LBJ 
became President. • 
But  they were  honesi^M 
differences as is shown bj^lf 
their constant friendship. Con-^t® 
nally spoke the eulogy "a 
Johnson's funeral. §$ 
of this extremely complex#^ The book seems to depict 
man — it does present a, ^onnally's approach to life asfcTi 
strong picture. -4-... 
Whether Connally will agree 
is  another  mat ter .  The 
sources quoted are largely 
cr i t ics :  some a  r  e  o  f  
stated by the authors: "John,;,;* 
Connally has never been ai^ 
stargazer. He was, and is, f 
stargrabber, determined uM 
clutch at all that Mi: 
horoscope 
I Dantan aM Down ' throuah chlldr 
REDUCED PRICES 
TIL 6 P.M. 
MON thru SAT 1500 S. PLEASANT VALLEY RD ... 0444 
JUST OFF EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE Wt•iLtl 
5 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
e ACADEMY AWARD WINNER "BEST ACTRESS 
GLENDA JACKSON 
$1.00 
















Of Class B?DS THURS 
ACADEMY AWARD 
NOMINEE "BEST ACTOR HUTCH * TIC KV AM BMXI 
BUTCH CASSIDY AND 
THE SUNDANCE KID" 
PanavmjOfT* • color by DeLuice* 
$1.00 







Color by TECHNICOLOR*. A Paramount Release 
(•dltar*! N«Mi anta ai I a  
Spivey, wh* pnparwl thh t*lumn, . 
an tstal aUrslogm* tpMlolltlng In 
nattil chartt, pfrMnal intMvitm, 
anoly»ii and clouM.) 
ARIISi Vou could be Involved In secret af­
fairs, including those'Involving, 
married people. J 
TAURVS: Spring fever has got you, and 
your romantic nature expresses 
itself. 
QiMlNIi There Is a great'desire for social 
^ acceptance. A fortunate relationship 
with one parent Indicated. 
CANCER: You go to great lengths today to 
achieve harmony in your life situa­
tion. 
UOt There Is greater Influence on your 
:7 financial standing, it could Influence 
• your social position, 
VKOO: Harmony and success are In­
dicated now. A beneficial 
partnership ensues. 
UUA: Artistic endeavors attract your 
attention. You are Interested in the 
creative aspects, ; 
scORNOt A tove of life and people 
dominates your^mood. A gain 
g i en Indicate^ \- -
SAOtnARiusi Caution suggested' wher^.;,/, 
permanent ties, such as marrlage£^ 
are concerned, 
CAMICORNi There Is an appreciation for> f 
the liner things of life moilvatlnjl'1™ 
your actions now. ' feJ* 
AQUARIUS: Financial gain thronglffi! 
• promotion is possible now. Uove ofj&R 
luxury could eat up profits, 
nSCRSi The desire for possessions and'':A; 
cbmforts could bring out a selfish -
side. 
Village 







^  -m j t  M™, 
",;2 
isfpiilpr1 " ** iiS; 
»MN PXUllPS SANGER 'ILM PROOUCtiON ; • W'!1 
OlIMM by HON PHILLIPS Eucuiivt oiMucti JAlJK VOP 
toduM fry AON PHILLIPS' JOHN BROOKS 
LAST DAY) 
A U S T I N  
; M . K )  S ( V  C O N G R E S S  A  V  K  
, $1.00 til 7:00 p.m. fe l 
,. Features f.;f" f 
"% 6:00-7:50-9:40 
:«HB MOISTS fttmu 1KBKMB1 
ncqaranmiM 
1:10-3̂ 04 J0-9:20 
PG $1.00 til 5 M0N.-FRI. 
PO 
MagnumfMNe 
THIS TIMl THIIUIUTS AM 




$1.00 tH S MON.-RH. . 
JL 
TRANS^TEXAS 
6400 Bum*t Road — 465-6933 
AT TWO THEATRES 
OPEN 7:15 Feo. 8:15 
$1.00 til Showtime 
FINE FOOD t DRINKS 
FANTASTIC 
DOUBLE FEATURE 
THE TWO TOP MOVIES OF THE YEAR! 
XXSTING" WINS 7 ACADEMY AWARDS 





OFF IH 35at  HIWAY290 
WINNER J ACADEMY 
OF im AWARDS 
WILLIAM PETER BLATTyS 
JREDtiFQRD 
BEST ACTOR NOMINEE 
MUNiMHIAN 
TECHNKXXOR* 
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE 
12:00-2:20-4:40-7:00-9:20 
NO PASSE* 








SWEEPS THE AWARDS 
WHS TOP HONORS 
•nil! 
MKnnis I & 2 
~2I»' & Guadalupe Second'favel Debie Mdll 477-1324 
Special Double Feature 
1 Film for $1.25 Both for $2 
Maguires - 5:30-10:00 LAST DAY! 
SAMAliTHAKGGA 
Joe Hill - 3:15-7:45 • 
1 dreamed I saw I 
Joe Hill last night | 
Alive as you or jne."* | 
Screen II 
One Day -6-10 
Special Double Feature 
1 Film for $1.25 Both for $2 
miMm 
M 
•'BRILLIANT. THE AUTHOR WOULD RELISH SO 
(FAITHFUL AN INTERPRETATION OF HIS WORK 
| A BEAUTIFULLY MADE FILM." 
LAST DAY! » 
Trojan - 4-8 
KATHARINE 
Hepburn, 
V By the winner of the 1970 Nobel Prize for IJterature > 








IN THE LIFE OF IVAN DENISOVICH 
J^^By the winner of the 1970^^1h>I Prise (or Litmturr̂  W V_// VVC.1N J| 
Tuesday, April ?, 1974 THP DAH* TEXAN»P^ge11 
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• • RATES • ' 
15 word minimum 
Each word one time ., $ 10 
Each word 2-4 times . .$ 09 
Each word 5-9 times ..... :....$ .07 
Each word 10 or more times. .$ .06 
Student rate each time $ .75 
Classified Display 
1 col. x 1 inch one time....... $2.96 
1 col. x I Inch 2-9 times $2.66 
1 col * I Inch ten or more times J2.37 
OtAOUNC SOWKM 
Monday Texan Friday .......2.00 p.m. 
Ttmdoy Twron Monday . ....10:00 a.m. 
W«dn»»da'y Tman Tveiday,. 10:00 a.m. 
Thursday Texan tyMnwday . 10:00 un, 
Mday Tutan Thursday...... IOiOO a.m. 
"In 111* miil V arm mad* in on 
odwoili—nwnt, immedkite notice mutt bo 
Biv*ii a< lh« pubbtwnara >Mp*raiM* far — *-- MJ| « AH ->-»-. «• •*. OeWy IOC0^F9Cv vnN^nQR* AH CVQeewv TOC 
adjustment* thould be mod* net hht 
than 30 days after publkoMen." 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
15 word minimum each day ..$ .75 
Each additional word each dayt .05 
1 col. x 1 inch each day.. $2.37 
"Unclassifieds" 1 line 3 days .$1.00 
(Prepaid, No Refunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipts andpay in advance in TSP 
Bldg. 3.200 ( 25th & Whltis) from S 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Friday., 
Monday through 
FOR SALE FURN. APARTS. I  FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. |  FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. I  HELP WANTED 
FOR SALE 
COMPONENTS 
1974 Component sets (only 3) complete 
with speakers and du$t covers. To be 
sold for S88.0O "each. Cash -or terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 6535 N. 
Lamar. Monday-Friday 9 to 9, Saturday 
9 to 6. 
— ——-f :—: — 
AX-7000-GARRARD 
Garrard's famous professional turntable 
is the heart ot ttie AX-7000-Garrard 
stereo system 250 watt amplifier and 
precision AM/FM multiplex stereo tuner 
with FET circuitry, AIR SUSPENSION 
3 way 10 speaker system. Features 
heavy duty 8" woofer, 5!V midrange, 4" 
.horn tweeter, and S1-1* duocone tweeter 
in each speaker enclosure. 1 year 
guarantee on parts and labor. Lists at 
5529 but will sell at $299. Cash or Terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 6535 N. 
Lamar, Monday-Friday 9-9, Saturday 9-6 
FOURSQUARE 
FURNITURE 
Custom made furniture. Price for un­
finished begins at: Chair-$25, Couch-$35, 
Desk-VtO. Coffee Table-$20, Dining 
Table-S20, Trundle Bed-$95. We also 
strip frame canvases. Between 6th and 
7th on Red River. Monday, Wednesday, 
Saturday, 10:00 to 5:00. 
478-3252 
ALFA ROMEO COUPE W6S. Excellent 
mechanically. S speed transmission, 
four wheel disc brakes, Plreilles, Weber 
carburetors, low mileage, new paint, 30 
mpg., many extras. >1900- 472-4806. : 
HEWLETT PACKARD HP3S engineer 
ing calculator $225. Sofa and chair from 
Denmark hardly used, $250. 926-0524. 
1951 FORD AMBULANCE. Runs good. 




Your time is valuable 








.0 FROM $119 plus £. 1 
1 BEDROOMS 
FROM $130 plus E. 
FURNISHED ON SHUTTLE 
38TH & SPEEDWAY 
453-0540 472-4162 
BARRY 6ILLINGWATER CO. 
4' j BLOCKS TO CAMPUS 
1907 SAN GABRIEL 
„ SUMMER-FALL RESERVATIONS 
Upperclassmen, air conditioned, 1 
bedroom, full kitchen, bath, quiet, lots of 
parking, amid. 1 person $130 mo., 2 per­
sons S13S mo. plus electricity. Summer 
Rates $5 mo. less per person. 453-3235 
Vintage Threads 
has company! 
Happenstance has moved in with a 
whole new world of fine randmade goods 
and art objects. To make room for them -
and for our Spring Finery and duds for 
strutting • we're selling our Winter 
clothing at 25%-75% reductions. 
VINTAGE THREADS/ 
HAPPENSTANCE 
2405 Nueces - upstairs 
LIVE NEAR CAMPUS 
SUMMER - FALL 
RESERVATIONS NOW 
Air conditioned, 2 bedroom efficiencies 
for 2 or 3 persons, quiet, parking, maid. 
S75 month each 2 persons, 160 month 
each for 3 persons. Fall rates • S5ymonth 
more per person.* Upperclassmen. Plus 
Electricity. 453-3235 . 
Why waste time ori a bus? 
Walk to class. 
Old Main Apartment 
Unique Efficiencies. Fur­
nished. All Bills Paid. 25th and 




Nicety furnished with dishwasher, dis­
posal. Between Lamar and Guadalupe 1 
block North of North Loop. 606 Franklin. 
Call 453-2835 or 451-4352. 
SU CAS A 
203 West 39th 
451-2268 till 6 
SUMMER 
SPECIAL: $139 
Make a little money 9° a long way dur­
ing Woodslde's summer special, effec­
tive June 1. See our spacious one and two 
bedroom apartment with huge closets, 
beautiful decor and optional fireplaces. 
Sundeck, pool and cabana are available 
lor your total relaxation. Lovely view of 
Austin's hills. On the shuttle bus route, 
'just minutes from the University and 
downtown. From $139 to $204, furnished. 
WOODS IDE 




Furnished one bedroom apart­




Close to campus. Luxury etticiencies 
$115, one bedroom $130, two bedrooms 
$170. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-2461 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is enviconmentair/ 
oriented and offers a creek th&t winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from $129. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394. Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
B R I G H T  A N D  
CHEERFUL 
MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
Deluxe with all extras. Close to shuttle 
bus, new shopping center, 290 and 
Koenig Lane. Call today. 
472-8278, 9-6 and 
892-2215, 6-9 
SUMMER ON THE LAKE 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
For the three summer months only. 
Town Lake Apartments will give a 
substantial rent discount to UT students. 
On . Town Lake, cable, ail bills paid, 
disposal, telephone jacks, laundry 
facilities, club room, pool, pets, spacious 
efficiency. 1 bedroom, 2- bedroom, 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle, bus. 
Lease now; make this a great summer. 
1500 East Riverside, 444-1458, 444-3750. 
TENNIS ANYONE? 
Located by UT courts giving you 40 ten­
nis courts In your backyard. Of course, 
there are 2 swimming pools, barbeque 
pits, and all of the other things you want. 





Free April Rent On Shuttle Bus Route. 
Efficiencies. Sparkling new Luxury. 921 
East 46th. No Lease. All Bullt-lns. Near 
Hancock Shopping Center. Close to 
University. On Shuttle Bus Route. 
454-3854 451-4654 472-8226 
PLAYBOYS 
Ultra-modern duplex apt., includes 
hanging fireplace, panelled walls, 
slanted beamed ceilings, Terrazzo 
floors, fully draped, modern furniture 
and all tile bath, 2 bedrooms, air con­
ditioning, central heat, kitchen, private 
yard/palio. Lease required .- rent 
$155/month. No utilities. Tenants will 
show. 3408-B West Avenue. To lease call 
or write Apartment Rentals, 1009 Main 
Plaza Bldg., San Antonio, Texas. AC 512-
227-2231. ' 
THREE ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished - Unfurnished. 
Summer rates, Start $135 - $185. Also 
leasing for fall. 2 bedroom 2 bath, 1 
bedroom 1 bath. Close to campus, shuttle 
bus, extra large, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal, refrigerator, 
large closets, private, pantry, storage, 





• Professional Service -
• 24 Hour Phone Service 





MYRTLE WILLIAMS & 
ASSOC. 
472-7201 324 So. Congress 
2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit 




$124 bills paid 
477-3651 
& N E W E S T  
FINEST 
VANTAGE POINT 
RESERVE YOUR APT. FOR SUMMER 
& FALL. Shuttle bus service at your 
doorstep. Rentals begin at $135, all bills 
paid. Spacious efficiency, one and, two 
bedrooms. Closets galore. Party bars & 
wet bars. Private patios & balconies. 
Clubroom, game rooms, sauna*, two 
pools. Individual heating and cooling. 
Professional resident management. 1S45 
Burton Drive at Woodland. Second red 
light east of IH 35, take Woodland exit. 
Phone 442-6789 
HARTFORD PLACE_ 
1405 Hartford Rd. t  ̂ 263"J:?2 
Large furnished 1 bedroom and 
efficiency apartments. CA/CH, snag 
carpet, quiet atmosphere. Just off 
Enfield Road, convenient to UT, Capitol, 
shuttle bus. Some vacancies now, pre* 
lease for fall and summer. 
LOOKING FOR AN APT.? 
Choose from over 10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
Free 
451-8242 - No fee. 
THE WILLOWICK 
Live in Wooded Seclusion 
Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con­
venient central location. 
l Bedroom 
Summer Rates Now 
2 BR Furn. $125-5135 
1 BR Furn. $115 
Central Afr-Conditioning 
Carpeted - Large Pool 
RIDE BIKE TOUT 
2401 MANOR RD. 474-4665 
SUNNYVALE 
APTS. 
2 Br. Furn. - $170 
1 Br. Furn. - $150 
Private 
Balconies - Dishwasher 
Pool - Central Air. 
441-0584 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
MARK XX APTS. 








Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! 
. Summer Rates 
Start Now! 
2 BR Furn. $140 " ' 
,1-SR Furn. Sl20-$125 
Nice shag carpet - central air -
Large pool 
Ride Bike to UT 
UNEXPECTED VACANCY. Large, fur­
nished one bedroom, porth of campus. 
Inlcud'es CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, 
shag carpeting, cable. 1700 Houston, 
Manager Apt. 201. 451-1375,451-2832. 345-
4123. 
sTu, ONE BEDROOM Sao Paulo*• 
Apartments. Shag, pool, balconies, 
walnut paneled. One block parK, Tavern, 
shuttle. 476-5072; 476-4999. 
NOB HILL APTS., 2520 Longview. Now 
leasing summer and fall. Large 1, 2 
bedroom. Dishwasher, disposal, shag 
carpet pool, laundry. 1 block tennis 





Fall, Spring semester - $46.50/month. 
Daily maid service,. central air, 
completely remodeled. Also available • 
single rooms, parking, refrigerator. Hot 
plates allowed. Two blocks from 
campus. Co-ed. 
RESIDENT MANAGERS 477-1760 
SANTA ELAINA HOUSE. 2411 Rio 
Grande. CA/CH, maid service, kitchen. 
$75. 472-3684, 258-1902. 
TEXAN DORM; 1905-1907 Nueces. Dou-
ble available at S42.00/month. Dally 
maid service, central air. Refrigerators, 
hot plates allowed. Two blocks from 
campus. Co-Ed. Resident Managers, 
477-1760. 
ROOM, SHARE KITCHEN, large yard, 
$65, Va bills. No tobacco, dope. Summer 
lease. 459-5071, Howard. 
TRAVEL 
T R A V I S  S T A T E  
SCHOOL 
ATTENDANT 1 - $397 
per month 
Taking applications for full time work, 
mainly 1:45 p.m. to 10 p.m. shift. Duties 
include the care, traijihB and treatment^ 
of mentally retardedffesldents. Apply at 
the Personnel Of nee, Travis State 
School, 2 miles east of Austin on FM 969 
(East 19th). 8 to 11 a.m. or I to 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
FROGS DON'T FLY 
but crazy captions do catch the eye. Be 
happy doing the things you like/best, 
talking to people on the telephone. New 
offices, 5 days a week, free parking, 
friendly atmosphere, bonuses plus 
salary. Call 451-2357 between 9:00- a.m. 
and 1:00 or between 5 p.m. and 9:00. 
SALESMAN, 
EDUCATIONAL FIELDS 
, PART TIME 
Excellent'opportunity with old outstan­
ding school. Leads furnished. Work late 
afternoons and nights. Must have late 
model car, good education and 
character. Mature, well-groomed. Good 
sales experience preferred. 
OVERSEAS JOBS 
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa. 
Students all professions and occupations 
$700 to $3000 monthly. Expenses paid, 
overtime, sightseeing. Free informa­
tion. TRANS WORLD RESEARCH CO. 
Dept. A-5. P.O. Box 603, Corte Madera, 
C-A. 94925 
.2604 Manor Road 477-1064 
$149.50 ALL BILLS PAID. 1 bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533, 451-
3840. Central Properties Inc. 
VILLA 
ORLEANS 
206 West 38th 
1 or 2 Bedroom Furnished. Convenient to 
UT. Beautiful Pool and Patio. 
Reasonable. Shuttle "a block. 
452-3314 459-9927 453-4545 
S145 unfurnished $160 furnished 
2 Bedroom 
SI 78 unfurnished $198 furnished 
All Bills Paid 
600 South First St 444-0687 
FACULTY 
AND STAFF 
Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaujted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, large watk-ins. 6413B Auburn. 926-
6614, 472-4162. B~arry GiUingwater Com­
pany. _ 
SINGER 
ZIG ZAGS $56 
Just received in original factory cartons 
3 Zig Zag Singers that make buttonholes, 
sew on buttons, do decorative stitches & 
monograms — much more. Inspect to­
day. UNITED FREIGHT SALES. 653S 
N Lamar, Mon.-Frij 9-9, Sat. 9-6. 
Now leasing for summer 
Quiet atmosphere 
Shuttle on corner 
Pool, party room & Bar-B-Que 
Water and Cable Paid 
1 BR, 1 BA. - $135 
2 BR., 2 BA. - S230 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-6877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
'with every guitar, Amster Music 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED in-
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS. LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331 
GUTTAR REPAIR, new and used 
a^u^stics. electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio, 476-8421. Tues.-
Sat. 10-6. 
CAMERAS 30%-50% Off. Canon Ftb 
bl.2. list $534, only $282. Camera 
Obscura, 478-5187 evenings. 
BankAmericard, Mastercharge. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new. Must sell. Penny, 442-0782. 
FOR RENT - Cameras, Lens, Projec­
tors, Accessories The Rental Depart­
ment at Capitol Camera. 476-3581, Dobie 
Mall. 
LARGE INNER TUBES for swimming 
or tubing .All sizes to choose from. $3.00 
up. 2201 Airport Blvd. 
AKAt 1730DSS 4-channei reel to reel tape 
deck. Best offer. 288-2681 after 5 p.m. 
MYSTIC ARTS. 504 West 24th. 10-6 
Tuesday-Saturday. Handmade clothes, 
rose pottery. True soaps.~> 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. Located 
in the heart of UT area. 1 block to shut­
tle $149.50, $169.50, ABP. 
472-8253 - 472-2518 
POSADA 
ADVENTURE 
Lease Now for Fall to get a 
gift of one month rent. 
Students and singles will love 
our garden, pool and 
clubroom. Your own private 
bus, group trips, and many 
other adventures for fall. 
Flats and Studios from $125 
308 East St. John •" 
451-8155 452-532S-
THREfe ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished - Unfurnished. 
Summer rates. Start $135 - $185. Also 
leasing for fall. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 1 
bedroom, ] bath. Close to campus, shut­
tle bus, extra large, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal, refrigerator, 
large closets, private paltos, storage, 
cabinets, cable, laundry room, pool. 451-
3941. 
MANOR 
ADDED $2050 IMPROVEMENTS '70 
Town-Country 12-64, SSE Austin, elec­
tric. $6000 442-0971, Phil Ward, 441-1776. 
1967 VOLVO Stationwagon. 4 door, good 
transportation. 74 plates. $395. After 6, 
447-1338 
HELPS YOUR FUTURE 5.125 acres 
east near Colorado. Live on it or use as 
investment. 459-9574, 452*4305. 
197f"MALIBU CHEVROLET, $2000-
Great shape, new equipment. Call 477-
4562 or 926 7761 
VILLA 
Summer Rates Now 
2 BR Furn. $125-$135 
1 BR Furn. $115 
Central Air Conditioning 
Carpeted • Large Pool 
RIDE BIKE TO UT 
2401 MANOR RD 474-4665 
FIOOLE and BOW. Excellent but must 
sacrifice. $50 or best offer. 477-2080 
between 6:30-7:30. 
AKC Old English Sheepdog pups. Blue 
and white 4 weeks. $150-$200. Call before 
3,. 441-6877. 
1970 SAAB 96.14,000 actual rrtiles Great 




•74 CUTLASS SUPREME Fully 
equipped FM Stereo and tape. Aisume 
payment*. Smatl Equity,. 441 -1832 
evenings. 
FOR SALE, Like new Hoover portable 
wather. Great (or apartment use. 451-
6061. 
COMFORTABLE 14 n M Mobil* Home,. 
h*o bedroom*, ihag carpet, bay"window; 
raited ceiling. CA/CH. excellent condi­
tion M400. M5 33S2 alter 1 p.m. 
• TRACK HOME unit with amp. SOtabei 
*hd car umt. Sean color. TV. 444-1713. 
MIWU. 
«JnIZO S*0„ Brand sew. 
.Automatic tad* ml̂ ~tade .out. Sound 
-capability Original coil tSSO. Sell for 
MOO. 4B W after 1.00. Greg. " 
4 B U I C * .  C e n t u r i o n . ' ]  ' d o o r  h a r d t o p .  
Air, auto, AMiFM. ««tr*l 
I 
/ 
Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution 
your housing. 
The South Shore's cent^t lo/ation 
provides easy access to 
Come by and see our new eff iciency and 
1 bedroom apartments on the banks of 
Town La^e Complete with shag 
ca.rpetmg, accent wall, Modern fur­
niture. plus an >n<j>vidu4f deck overlook­
ing the water 
Prom S14S — all bills paid 
300 East Riverside Drive 
444-3337 „ 
SUMMER RATES NOW! SI* blocks 
from Law School; t blockt ihuttle buy 2 
bedroom SIS0. one bedroom *170 AC, 
carpet, dlihwaitter, dlipoial, walk-In 
dotetv 32nd and Interregional. 477-4019 
or 013-2220 
—J — J 
4 BLOCKS WEST OF 
CAMPUS 
Completely furnished efficiencies, AC, 
gas and water furnished. $109. 
LA V1LLITA 
903 W. 22 Vj 
Call 477-5514 or 476-7916 
THE BLACKSTONE 
$64.50/month 
Apartment living '/a block from Campus 
individual applicants matched with 
compatible roommates 
2910 Red River 476-5631 
A Paraqon Property 
-IHWI 
. ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart of UT 
area. 1 blocR to shuttle. S149.50 
- S169.50, ABP. 
472-8253 472-2518. 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock Dr. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's One half block from shuttle 
&nd Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
townhouses, extra large. Two bedroom 
flats, one and two baths. CA/CH, dis­
hwasher, disposal, door to door garbage 
pickup, pool, maid service if desired, 
washateria in complex See owners. Apt. 
113 or call 451-4848. 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 £ Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
I. 2, or 3 bedrooms 
M/nfurnished or furnished 
From SU0 - $265 
2 swimming pools, playgrounds, 
washateria, lighted grounds, 5 minutes 
to UT, minutes to B.A.F.8 , steps from 
IRS. on bus line. BILLS PAID, Free 
channel TV. 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms furn or jnturn. only 3 
min from downtown, 5 min from UT. 
Large wa«k-inv extra storage, private 
balconies, iots of glass. Prom $179 plus 
E..OAK KNOLL, 620 South 1st (use 
Tirrtbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
. 8118 472-4162 
V Gillingwater Company 
TWO BLOCKS 
TO CAMPUS 
1 8. 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large wdlk-in closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31st 
472-2147, 472-4162 
Barry Gillingwater Company 
TANGLEWOOD 
WEST 
1 Br. Furn. $145 
2 Br. Furn. $190 
Dishwasher • Shag Carpet 
Central Air & Heat' 
1403 Norwalk 





Huge 1 & 2 Bedrooms torn, or unfurn. 
with large walk-ins, beautiful landscap­
ing. From. S154 ABP. 1100 Reinti. 452-
3202, 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater Com­
pany. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31 st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
jedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK 'CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from SI25. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394 Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BlLLS 
PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
community living. Five' 
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for Si20 all bills paid. 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
451-6533, 447-3983 
. Central Properties Inc. 
iondmt 
5 BLOCKS 
WEST OF CAMPUS 
New semi-efficiencies 
Shag, carpet, cable, gas, water, fur­
nished 
Red Oak 2104 San Gabriel 
477-5514, 476-7916 
V I P 
APARTMENTS 
33rd & Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
bpilt level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
units designed for 3-5 mature students. 
New contemporary decor. Walk-ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
•$120 - $135 
FOUNTAIN TERRACE 
APTS. 
Large Apt., one bedroom, large closets, 
fully carpeted, cable, disposal, water, 
gas, swimming pool, furnished. Walking 
distance to UT. No children or pets. 610 
West 30th. 4778858. 
ESTRADA 
APTS. 
Has 1 and 2 
You Belong At 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1,1, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rboms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
be a water polo pool and hand­
ball courts, 4oo. Come join us 
now! From $145 
444-1846 
2.101 Burton Dr. 
•- (off East Riverside) 
v a c a n c i e s ,  
bedroom 
1801 South Lakeshore Blvd. 
Phone 442-6668 
ANTILLES APTS. 
1 BR. FURN. $165 
2 BR. FURN. $180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
2 NICE POOLS 
Dishwasher 
Fully Carpeted 
2204 Enfield Rd. 478-0609 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
PARK PLACE 
2 Br^Purn^SlSO 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Central Air Condition - Large 
Rooms - Fully Carpeted -
. Covered Parking Area 
4305 Ave. A 452-1801 
EL CID APTS. 
1 BR $150 
" Dishwasher - Paneling 
Central AC - Carpeted 
3704 Speedway 453-4883 
SHUTTLE BUS FRONT 
DOOR 
VERY SECLUDED 
$130 ALL BILLS PAID 
Efficiencies. I and 2 bedroom 
apartments, perched on a cliff overlook­
ing a creek in one of Austin's prettiest 
parks. Fully shag carpeted, CA/CH, 
pool, built-in kitchen, beautiful fur-
513 Pecan Grove. 442-8094, 451-
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two 
bedrooms. Close to campus. .Fully 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, all built-in kitchen. From >119.50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-6533,454-6423. Central 
Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT. 1 & 2 bedroom efficien-
cies. Nice pool area, study room, orien­
tal furnishings. From S139 ABP. 405 East 
31st. 472-2147, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom 
with built-ins, vaulted ceilings. Small 
community living. S139.SO plus electrici­
ty. 801 West Lynn. "477-8871, 472-4162. 
Barry Gillingwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall,.& Capitol Plaza. Large 1 
& 2 bedroom" with all the extras. "From 
S137.50 plus electricity. 1105 Clayton 
Lane. 453-7914, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company * J%! 
SiMESTER LEASE. Large new I & 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast off Manor Road. From S159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom-with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from SI39.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry Gillingwater Company. 477-
7794, 472-4162. 
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely fur­
nished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, S149.50, 
monthly, S75 deposit. Convenient' 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. S139 ABP. 1211 West 8th 
(off Blanco) 476-3895, 472-4162 Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 
FTIUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 472-
4162. 
OKl^BEDROOM Apartment - SI 55.00. 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue- 474-1712.. 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From $125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
453-6308. 472-4162. Barry GfTiingwater 
Company. 
LARGE ONE and two bedrooms. 
CA/CH, disposal, dishwasher, pool, shut­
tle. $150 up, ABP. Now leasing. Ver­
sailles Apartments, 4411 Airport. 452-
8365. 
LAW SCHOOL - one block. Large one 
and two bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
pool. $150 up, ABP. River Oaks, 3001 Red 
River. 472-3914. .. <• 
SAVE $40 to $50 per month on summer 
rates. Save $180 to $240 on year leases. 
Also taking Fall leases. Swimming pool, 
study room, security, no pets, walking 
distance to UT and Capitol. 1802 West 
Avenue. Phone 476-5556. 
< HALF MONTH RENT FREE. Large 
furnished one bedroom, CA/CH, cable. 
£U R'OP i-TS R AEUAF RICA 
Student flights all year round. 
CONTACT: 
ISCA 
6035 University Ave. No. 11 
San Diego, Calif. 92115 
TEL: (714 ) 287-3010 
(213 ) 826-5669 
EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRICA. Travel dis­
counts year-round. Student Air Travel 
Agency, Inc. 201 Allen Road, Suite 410. 




NEED TWO LIBERAL roommates now 
share 3 bedroom house. CR shuttle. $45 
plus bills. Cary 472-9728. 
NEED TWO FEMALES NOW! Own 
room, Estrada Apartments; Riverside. 
Beckie 478-3448 before five, 447-4864 after 
five. 
NEED FEMALE roommate immediate­
ly. Own room in huge house. Close to 
campus. 474-5532. 
COOL FEMALE roommate share nice 2 
bedroom apartment, near campus, shut­
tle. $76.50 Available end May. Diane 454-
6139. , . 
FURN. HOUSES 
LAKE AUSTIN - 15 minutes cam: 
pus/downtown. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
mobile homes. S85 1o S140. Mack's 
Marina. 327-1891, 327-1151. 
HOUSE 
1 
Part-time noon help. 
We are looking for good part-
<Hme help to work noons. Exj 
cellent scholarship program 
offered to college students. 
Experience not necessary. 
Good pay and excellent work­
ing conditions. Apply at 1003 
Barton Springs Rd. Between 5-
7 p.m. daily. 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need people to 
sell. Highest paid commission, lowest 
prices, paid daily. Call 453-7156 or come 
by 4301 Guadalupe. 
FLOWER SELLERS needed Thursday, 
Friday afternoons, all day Saturday, 
Sunday. Freshest flowers, highest-com­
mission. 476-3060, 453-1508, 453-2761. 
PART TIME WORK 3 evenings 
Saturday. S300/per month/Call 452-2758. 
NEED COMPETENT loving babysitter 
for fun baby girl. SI per hour. 441-8524. 
FOR SUMMER SESSION 2-1 house In 
Tarrytown. All bills paid. Washer and 
dryer. No pets. Call 477-5570. 
AVAILABLE JUNE 1, superb2 bedroom 
house near campus. 1140 month, fur­
nishings S275. Write Box 13324, Austin, 
78711. 
UNF. HOUSES 
TELEPHONE OPERATORS, must 
speak well, have neat appearance, no ex­
perience necessary, will train. Apply in 
person only. 300 East Uth, Room 134, 9 
a.m. to 9 p.m. 
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED. Must 
have car. Hours 2:30 p.m. -6:00 Monday-
Friday. Hourly wage plus mileage paid. 
Call Sanborn's Travel. 476-4866. 
StEAK AND ALE needs day bus help. 
Possible advancement to waiter. Apply 
only if planning to work through 
summer. Call 2-4. 
l BEDROOM, AC, carport, rear fenced 
yard, large front yard, tall oak trees. 
2507 S. 4th. $135. After 6 p.m. 442-8344. 
ROOM & BOARD 
BELLSON'DORM for Men. Excellent 
home-cooked meals. Air conditioned, 
maid, swimming pool. Now taking reser­
vations for summer and fall. 2610 Rio 
Grande, 474-5680. 
BUS DRIVERS WANTED. Experience 
helpful but not necessary. Call Transpor­
tation Enterprises, 928-1660. 
NURSERY SCHOOLTEACHER. Prefer 
child development background and/or 
preschool teaching experience. 5 mor­
ning program. Send resume to 6108 
Janey, Austin, Texas 78731. 
WILLING. AGGRESSIVE, neat, part-
time help. Time to study. Pick your own 
hours. 6' hour minimum, more time if 
desired. Must be able to manage with 
direct supervisor. 452-2666. 
LOST & FOUND •MISCELLANEOUS 
LOST AFGHAN hound, brown/grey. 454-
B278, 471-5266. REWARD 
LOST: Embroidered Jacket In/near 
Mexes Hall, Wednesday, March 27«h 
around 5 p.m. Please call 442-9680. 
Reward. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Piano need tuning? 474-5153 (early). 
Wove now 8id. eff. $120abp 452-9663 
'64 Bug excellent25-30mpg 454-6176 
Want good old car cheap 926-6800. 
TUTORING 
MATH TUTORING that you can unders­
tand. 476-0757. 
SIKYDIVE! 
Austin Parachute Center 
For information Please call 
272-5711 anytime 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zunl Indian 
jewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4612 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Drew Thomason. 478-
2079. 
PAWN LOANS made on most anything 
of value. 613 West 29th. 476-2207. 
452-3076, 258-1832. 
WALK TO CAMPUS. Newly remodeled 
rooms $75., all bills paid. (908 West 29th, 
HELP WANTED 
apartment Efficiency . 
2907 San Gabriel 
in the rear). 
$99.50, all bills paid. 
Apt. C. Central Properties Incorporated. 
451-6533. 
BEAUTIFUL ATMOSPHERE. Shuttle 
at front door. Park with tennis courts 
across street. Swimming-pool. Efficien-
cy, one bedroom, two bedroom. Leasing 
at summer rates. 4410 Avenue F, Apart­
ment 103. 454-2092. 
V, • 
niture. 
P3 Central Properties, Inc. 
I BR. I BA 2 BR, 2. BA 3 BR, 3 BA . 
5164.50 S235 $325 
Large Pool—AH Bills Paid 
Move In Today! 
• Best Rate on: the Lake 
c Shuttle Bus—Irront Door 
2400 Town Lake Circle 
442-8340 
NEW THIS WEEKI Ponce de Leon III, 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two! 
bedroom, two bath apartments ABP. 
Most outstanding apartments in J he 
University area I Call Rod Wettel at 472-
•941 or 47i«MJ. 
NOW LEASING new efficiency apart­
ment. One semester or longer. 
$135/month. All bills paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd.; 477-4111. 2504 Manor Rd., 474-2201. 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam call-
Ing, shag carpet throughout, all built-in 
kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, pool, 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. H34.50 
bills paid. 452 5533, 451-6533. Central 
Properties inc. 
EFFICIENCIES. $115 plus electricity. 
Pool, AC, carpet, paneling, no-pets. Hun­
tington vine. 44th and Ave. A. 4J4-W03, 
NEED TO FILL new efficiency 
apartments. Walking distance UT. 
$129.50, 451-7937. 
LARGE EFFICIENCY summer sublet, 
fall lease option, 2 blocks campus. 400 
West 29th, No. 1. 477-7653. 
GARAGE APT., West university area 
for sedate grad student or working per­
son.' $125 plus electricity. 454-3124, 6-9 
p.m. •• 
$125-$115 SUMMER RATES! North near 
Highland Mall and City park and ride 
terminal at Fox Theater. Shag carpet, 
dishwasher, disposal, CA/CH, pool, 
sundeck. laundry. No children,, pets. 902 
Mayfield, 454-3137, 452-1156. 
MTnf APARTMENT. Open beam cell­
ing, shag carpet throughout, all built-in 
klfchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, pool, 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. $134.50 
bills paid. 452-5533, 451-6533. Central 
Properties Inc. • . 
2200' NUECisTefficlency bills paid $135. 
Call 453-6(57. ' « 
HELP WANTED 
WE NOW HAVE CASHIER POSITION OPENINGS 
Noons and weekends. No experience required. 
We offer: 
Flexible hours 
Company Paid Scholarship Program 
Employee Profit Sharing 
Employee Food Benefits 
Apply in person 
2 J's Hamburgers 
3918 North Lamar 
SPACIOUS 2 SCOROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near cam­
pus, shopping Center, and shuttle bus. 
Ail bills paid. For more information, call 
454-9475. „ 
NEW'EFFT No rent™tfiT~May. Walking 
distance to UT. 451-7937, 453-3974. 
! CLEAN NEW EFFlOENCllsT neaT 
shuttle, CA/CH, shag carpet, residential 
neighborhood. $120-$l25. Till West 10fh, 
No. 104 or call 472-0829. ' 
UNEXPECTED VACANCY.'Furnished 
one bedroom luxury apartment on shutr 
tie. 4103 Speedway No. 202, Manager 
Apt. 103. 451-2132. 345-4555 
UNF. APARTS. 
SUMMER RATES 
AT CIRCLE VILLA 
2323 Townlake Circle • 
A 9 MONTH LEASE AND GET T 
MONTH DURING THE SUMMER FREE 
1 Bedroom - unfurnished - $130 plus electricity 
2 Bedroom - 2 Bath - unfurnished - $170 plus electricity. 
Shuttle bus, muzik, pqpl, shag carpet, small complex, 
very clean. . r.~\ x. • 
Call, 441-0014 . or ' 441-3020 





.ifUust North of 27th & 
„ Guadalupe 
Mm: 
• m 'h /̂aLk A*** 
. V? MBA V * 
Typing. MOttilrthing, binding 
The Complete Professional 
.. FULL-TIME Typing 
-^^Service^r:, ; 
f|f|^|:S«isoAAES:.;p^p|. 
with or without pictured^ 
2 Day Service 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
TYPING II ; 
A Responsive Typing Service 
2700 'Guadalupt 
474-i 124 pa f Thesjs 
Professional, Resumes 
No Hassles - Scientific 
On the Drag - Next to Gourmet 
RESEARCH 
SERVICES 
A TYPING SERVICE 
specializing in 
—theses and dissertations 
—law briefs 




Pick-up Service Available 
ABACUS 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
T/ping (50* page). Printing and Binding. 
One block south of Riverside. At the 
Sunny vale shuttle stop. 
TYRING 
Em :<m 
• R ,v'S. -V; 
SERVICE 
472-8936 30A Dobie Center 
Reports, Resumes 
Theses, Letters 
All University and 
business work 
tast-Minute Service — 
Open 9-9 Mon-Th 4. 9-5 
Fri-Sat 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! v 
472-3210 and 472-7677 






Complete equality (or women in all areas of employ­
ment and Job opportunities in Texas is necessary , Lt. 
Gov. Bill Hobby said Monday. 
The main, reason for the lade of women in higher 
paid professions and executive positions is "a couple 
of centuries of history," he said. > -
National statistics show that although nearly 40 per­
cent of all workers are women, women's salaries are 
falling lower and lower behind men's salaries. 
In 1956, the average female fulltime worker earned 
63.3 percent as much as the average man. In 1959, this 
figure had dropped to 59.5 percent. Hobby said. 
Another detrement to complete equality in the job 
market is the stereotype of the traditional "women's 
job," such as that of a secretary or typist instead of an 
executive position, he added. 
Not many women hold elected offices' in Texas. Of 
18,309 elected officials in the state, only 1*174 are 
women. ^ \ * 
On the national level, there is only one con-
feresswoman from Texas, U.S. Rep! Barbara Jordan of 
Houston. - \ f I- '/ \ 
In the Texas Legislature, there' is only one woman 
senator and there are only five women.Jn the House-
Hobby said that none of the top 10 state officials is a 
woman. , 
"Part of the problem in electing women to office lies 
in the failure of a significant number of women to 
decide to seek public office." he added. 
Have 
us-Gate Gua ras 
Heard* ItBefore 
By BARNET FISHBEIN only the^beginning. vm '*¥ 
Perhaps the most unpopular The "broken leg" rootine 
pgople at 'the University •— must have been here what the 
with thepossible exception qfpost office was still the Pony 
construction engineers Express. There are several 
could be the campus guan@>' variations, of course. "A 
whose job it is to prevent un- friend's got a broken leg, and I 
anthorized vehicles from 
entering campus. 
Students who aren't sup­
posed to usually are trying to 
drive on campus. Reasons 
range from being late to class 
to being too lazy to take the 
shuttle bus. Most are driven to 
fabricate ''valid" reasons why 
they must get on campus. 
What they fail to realize is 
that most of the guards have 
heard mo^p stories than the 
Senate Watergate Committee, 
and they've heard most of 
them twice. 
NEVERTHELESS, the ex­
cuses range from the trite to 
the elaborate, the most com­
mon being, "I've got to use 
the post office." But that is 
must pick him up." "My 
friend in the back seat has a 
broken leg and I must take 
him to class." - 'Tve got a 
broken leg and I've got to 
cruise over to the health 
center," or finally (to the 
guard) "If you don't let me 
pass, I'll give you a broken 
leg." 
A SIMILAR line is the "I've 
got something to pick up or 
deliver" routine. That 
sometimes fools them for a 
moment. However, recently 
they have been demanding to 
see what is to be delivered. 
More often than not, without 
another word, the driver will 
make a U-turn and go away, 
probably to another gate. 
briefs: Publication Positions Open 
A to Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
4720149 
Theses, Dissertations. Themes, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, Resumes 
Multilithing, Binding 
Everything From A to Z 
EXCELLENT 
. SECRETARY TYPIST 
producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members In every 
field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon 
ribbon typewriter. All work proofread. 
478-0762. 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
. Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectrlc, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
your. University work. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 
MAB"YL"SMALLWOOD Typing - last 
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex­
perienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-4090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles and sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER {Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig 
Lane. 459-7205: 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
60 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. -
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A com-
plete service from typing through bin­
ding. Available until 10 p.m. Experienc­
ed in all fields. Near campus. 1401 Mohle 
Drive. 476-3018. 
TYPING WANTED. IJIeat and fast. 50 
cents/page. 472-4212. Call before noon 
and after 5. 
Just North of 27th & 
Guadalupe 
Application forms for 
managing editor of The Daily 
Texan for the summer 1974 
and for Cactus editor are 
available in the Texas Student 
Publications Business Office, 
TSP Building 3.200. 
An applicant for the position 
of managing editor must: 
•Be registered at the 
University in the semester in < 
which he applies. 
•  Have completed 75 
semester hours with at least 
-two semesters at the Univer- -
sity or one semester and a 12-
week summer session. 
• Have a 2.25 minimum 
grade point average. 
•  Have completed nine 
hours of journalism including 
J312, J322 and J314 with a C or 
better. 
• Have completed J336 and 
J360 or be registered for them 
at the time of application. 
• Have served at least once 
per week for 10 weeks on the 
editorial staff during each of 
at least two semesters within 
18 months prior to the 
semester of application. 
For the.' position of Cactus 
editor, a student must: 
•  Be registered at the 
University with at least 60 
hours. 
• Have completed at least 
30 hours , at the University^ 
with a minimum grade point 
average of 2.0. 
• Have served on the staff 
of a college yearbook as a sec­
tion editor or associate editor 
for two years. 
• Have served on the Cactus 
staff for one year as a section 
editor or associate editor. 
Applications must be 
returned to the TSP office by 
4:30 p.m. Thursday. 
Mideast Speaker 
The Middle East Solidarity 
Committee will present Rene 
Theberge, editor of Middle 
East Research and Informa­
tion Project Reports Tuesday 
and Wednesday in discussions 
and lectures. 
He will  speak with the 
sociology and government 
departments at noon Tuesday 
WANTED 
in Burdine Hall 600. At 7:30 
p.m., he will be with the Latin 
American Policy Alternatives 
Group at the Methodist Stu­
dent Center. 
Wednesday Theberge will 
give a public lecture at 8 p.m.' 
in Calhoun Hall 100 on "What 
Future for Palestine?" 
Typing Courses 
Registration for the last 
typing classes of the spring 
semester are being held in Ex­
tension Building 301 at' 18th 
arid Sabine Streets^ 
Tuition for the classes, 
which begin Monday, is $17 in­
cluding textbooks and fees. 
Beginning typing is schedul­
ed for 2 to 3 p.m. Monday-
Friday. Classes for those with 
limited skills will  meet from 1 
to 2 p.m. Monday-Friday. 
These three-week courses 
will end May 3. For more in­
formation, call 471-7335. 
Probation Officer 
Assistants 
The Travis County Adult 
Probation Department needs 
volunteers to assist probation 
officers with adult offenders 
ages 17 and up. 
Assistants must be 20 years 
old. The time involved 
depends on the amount 
offered by the volunteer. 
For more information, con­
tact Deborah Morrison at 444-
3528 or Mrs. Margaret Robert­
son at 478-4671. 
AUSTIN TOMOmOW 
PHASE Hi NBGHBOtHOOO MKTINO for 
Zone 6 will meet from 7 p.m. to 10 
p.m. Tuesday at Meti Elementary, 
2101 Willow St. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
All' DEPARTMENT is co-sponsoring a 
public lecture at 8 p.m. Tuesday in 
the Art Building Auditorium. John 
Szarkowski. director of photography 
for toe Museum of Modern Art in 
New York City, wilt speak on'still 
'—pnotograpny - - ---
MAHHED STUDENTS living in University 
housing must sign contracts for 
summer and fall by Wednesday. 
Questions concerning contracts will 
be answered by the site supervisor 
or the manager. Return completed 
contracts to the site supervisor. . 
"MEALS ON WHEELS" is recruiting 
volunteers to cook and deliver hot 
. noon meals to Austin's elderly poor 
and handicapped. For more infor­
mation, call 474-6416. 
KASSi Is offering three-week classes in 
Study Techniques, Study Reading 
Speeds and Verbal Preparation for 
Graduate Entrance Exams. Also 
offered are Short Courses, Breaking 
Study Tensions, Reviewing for 
Tests, and Writing Papers. The Self-
Help program will continue. 
Interested persons should call 471-
3614 or gaby Jester A332 from 9 to 5 
p.m. by Thursday. < 
TEXAS UNION MEXICAN AMERICAN 
CULTURAL COMMITTEE is sponsoring 
fen exhibit of materials related to 
chlcano history and culture in the 
first floor hallway of the Union 
Building through Saturday. ' 
MKTRUS -
DEPARTMENT Of <M<XO<HCAI SCIENCES will 
meet at l .p.m. Tuesday in Geology 
Building 100 tor guest speaker Diana 
Grunig's discussion "Taming the 
Rio Bravo: Man's Influence on an 
Active Fluvial System." 
. SOOAl WELFARE ASSOCIATION will meet at 
7 p.m. Tuesday in the Social Work 
Building 106 to hear a guest speaker: 
Most of the time gurds say 
they, really don't pay attention 
to the, stories.. One guard did 
have to laugh when some man 
said he had to meet a ' 
professor and there were four 
men in his car and a baskejb < 
ball on the back floorboards ,^ 
Another favorite is "I've goF* 
to pick up some statisticalv, 
data from Dr. Zlatkovich." 
With all due respect to the 
doctor, his name is enough to 
scare even a veteran campus 
guard. 
THE WOMEN guards hear 
another line regularly, which 
appears fairly successful. 
"Hello, Beautiful, what'cha 
doin' later" is usually good for 
at least a 10-minute pass. 
An interesting story came 
from a young guard who said 
the more some women want 
to get on campus, the 
higher they raise their skirts. 
Wishing to remain 
anonymous, he said it occurs 
all the time. 
The guards attempt to act in 
a.lie detector capacity. 
One guard always looks to see 
if the storyteller is staring 
back into his eyes and 
sometimes makes judgments 
that way. 
One woman went past the 
same guard everyday for 
weeks with a chair in the back 
of her car. She got throught 
simply by saying, "Props for 
RTF." 
Tunnel to Nowhere 
-TM#B Stoff Mwt* by David 
£ (M 
The Austin chapter of 
the tad Cms is seek­
ing volunteer driver* 
• to transport disabled 
persons. Drivers may 
use Red Cross ears or 






Angela & W.C. 
BEVO'S 
West Side Tap 
Mixed Drinks 







I EVERY WEEKDAY 2.-30.5.-30 | 
| Plus pool, Tornado foosball, and pinball. | 
j 1905 E. RIVERSIDE DR, | 
(IN RIVER HILLS SHOPPING CENTER) £ 
. Alon«ly covered sidewalk catches afternoon sun and 
casts geometric shadows at 26th and San Jacinto 
Sale of Caps, Gowns Slow 
Pete Meschke, manager of the sporting goods department at 
the University Co-Op Monday, estimated .that only 
lered by prospective graduates«ij^li|;5 gowns have been ord D a aiesi. , 
Seniors who wish to participate in the traditional gr^uaUon = i i :a 
ceremony must order caps and gowns by Friday, Qr^r? are be-; •- \ 
ing taken at the Co-Op. 
The all-black caps, and gowns cost $7.50. Colored tassles dis-.^; 
-tinguish the-various-degrees.-For-example, English majors;-*:.WigS 






HAPPY HOUR 6-8 P.M. DAILY 
: POOL - FOOSBALL - PINBALL - PIZZA 
THE FLAGON & 
TRENCHER 
2513 SAN ANTONIO 476-6795 
Fridays 4-8 $1.00 per Pitcher 
C 4 
Tues.-Sat. April 9-April 
UCKDANCER'Sl 
CHOICE 
Happy Hour 5-7 p.m. 
JME newish Aire APARTMENTS 
MI ^ 2101 BURTON DRIVE 
BUY, SELL: All types glrley magazines, 
books, .records, guitars, stereos, radios, 
jewelry, musical instruments. New 
buyer on duty. Aaron's, 320 Congress. 
Oowntown. 
SERVICES 
THE BUG INN Volkswagen Shop. Ex­
pert. repairs, moderate prices. 
Guaranteed work. 1024 Airport. Call 385-
9102. 
PRO-LIFE ALTERNATIVES. Call 472-
419B for help in pregnancy decisions. 
FOR BUSINESS serving UT communi-
. ty. Approximately 2500 sq. ft. basement 
area. Ideal for office storage, typing ser­
vice, etc. S450/month Including utilities. 
Plenty of parking. Only 5 blocks from 
< campus. 477-9487. 
WE REPAIR electronic equipment. 
Reasonable and guaranteed. Lafavette 
Radio. 2901 N. Lamar 474-6441. 
The Shrimp Harvest 
is easy to enjoy every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday noon and night at inflation-stopper prices. 
Generous servings of boiled Gulf shrimp on ice to peel 
and eat. Cocktail sauce and hushpuppies, too. 
BIG CATCH 3.50 HALF-CATCH 1.95 
^U^Martin's 
Oyster Bar and Seafood Restaurant 
5011 Burnett Road at Hancock 451-8174 




Haircuts for People 
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
409 W. 14th 476-4890 
Melissa, Mae, Mary r 
$2.00,discount with this ad. 
By appointment only 
Void April 23rd ] 1 
I 
Have you considered a career in 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS? 
j ence in Latin America or Europe. 
| For further information send coupon to: 
| Director ol International Business- Studies 
College of Business Administration 
The University of South Carolina 
Columbia, South Carolina 29208 
Nam«. 
Address. 
(Paid by SC Partnership Fund) 
PROBLEM 
PREGNANCY 
Austin Maternity Counseling Service 
offers residential and non-residential 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 West 26th. 472-9251.. 
We have been in this business 
for 50 years 
4* copies* 
PRESS ON 
THE TEXAS UNION 
COPY CENTER 








Service^ and repair on /240-C Toyota, 
Datsun, Volvo, Opels, and VW. Malor 
tune-up 816.50 plu*' parti. Ff»S 
diagnosis, estimates compression 
~ st try us. For Information,, 
Xerox or IBM 
4' COPIES 
Also: Thesis-Dissertation Reproduction, 





42 Pobie Mall .476-9171 
Free Parking ; 
; ' : 7 a.m. - 10 p.m. M-F 
9am -5pm Sat 
COPY SHOP II 





















Send for your Student Identification Card and get a 
big break on rates at Hilton Hotels and Inns coast to 
coast. (Grad students and faculty, too.) Just mail this 
coupon to Hilton Hotels Fulfillment Department.. 
Suite 200. 205 S. Beverly. Drive. Beverly Hills, Cali­














































CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER BLANK 
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
———WRITE YOUR AD HERE—— 
save Money 
Next to Gourmet on the Drag 
K olograph 
Printing ixiniron hoieu : i 
" W'-if -
Use this handy chart to quickly arrive 
at cost. 













Cost per word 10 18 35 60 1.20 
15 1.50 2.70 5.25 9.tK» 18.00 
16 1.60 2.88 5.60 9.60 19,20 
17 1.70 3.06 5.95 10.20 20.40 
18 ,: 1.80 3.24 6.30 10.80 21.60 
19 1.90 3:42 6.65 11.40 22.80 
Amount Enclosed. 
Number of Days . 
Mail toi * 
DAILY TEXAtf CLASSiFIEDS 
P.O. BOX D - UT STATION 
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Blastedfor 
WASHINGTON (UPIp^ Seven 
Republican members of the judiciary 
; committee took the House floor Monday to 
denounce the Democratic leadership and 
„J| committee staff for delays in the Inquiry 
fs;'L into President Nixon's impeachment. l*r~ 
Rep: Robert McClory, R-Ill., told a 
||jt near-empty chamber that public accep-
tanceof the committee's work depends on 
•j£2 a speedy and thorough completion of the 
inquiry which was started last October. 
McClory, who has had several verbal 
run-ins with chairman Rep. Peter W. 
Rodino, D-N.J.; during the K&irings, 
summed up the GOP position that the 




representation, that rules tof evidence-
should be decided on in advance and that 
the hearings should be speeded up with 
daily" meetings, if necessary. 
If Nixon's attorney, James St. Clair, is 
not allowed to sit in and cross-examine 
witnesses during the hearings, McClory 
said; "it will be interpreted that the 
hearings are partisan and unfair." 
Rep. Charles W. Sandman, R-N.J., said 
the committee had done nothing since 
reconvening Jan. 7 atid urged it to meet 
every day for business sessions, not staff 
meetings. 
> "All we do is meet once in a while," he 
said. "We ask questions, but we never get 
#1'' 
PARIS (UPI) — President Nixon stole 
the show at memorial, ceremonies for 
French President Georges Pompidou dur­
ing his weekend trip to Paris where he 
demonstrated U.S. influence before world 
leaders, French political analysts said 
Monday. 
Moments after the services Saturday for 
Pompidou, who died last Tuesday, the U.S. 
Embassy residence became the center of 
world policy talks that helped to. un­
derscore NixOn's claim to the leadership 
of the western alliance, the analysts said. 
And Nixon's caviar-and-vodka breakfast 
with Soviet President Nikolai V. POdgor-
ny, and his talks with West German 
Chancellor Willy Brandt, Japanese 
Premier Kakuei Tanaka and «therleaders 
took place only a stone's throw from the 
Elysee Palace from where Charles De 
Gaulle, and Pompidou used to fire broad­
sides against U.S. world influence, they 
noted. 
"Brushing aside traditions, a President 
under reprieve stole the show from a 
defunct president," said Le Monde 
newspaper under a lead editorial titled 
"The Nixon Festival." 
"What a strange vengeance for America 
to see this feverish diplomatic activity 
held in the former Rothschild Palace fly­
ing the American flag, only a few steps 
from the Elysee from which were issued 
so many condemnations of the White 
House, and where the expulsion of 
American forces from our soil and 
France's pullout from NATO were 
decided," said conservative L'Aurore 
newspaper. -~ 
"The overlord of the western world," 




WASHINGTON (AP) - Legislation 
raising the federal minimum wage in 
stages from |1.60 to $2.30 an hour was 
signed into law Monday by President Nix­
on. 
Nixon had vetoed similar legislation last 
yeaSr and voiced reservations about the 
measure sent him by Congress. But he 
said he was signing it because "raising the 
minimum wage is now a matter of justice 
that can no longer be fairly delayed." 
The measure raises the minimum wage 
for 36 million workers covered under the 
1966 minimum wage law from $1.60 to $2 
on May 1, with other increases boosting it 
to $2.30 by Jan. 1,1976. The $2.30 rate will 
be effective for all affected workers by 
1978. 
IN ADDITION, the legislation extends 
federal minimum wage and overtime re­
quirements to 7.4 million additional 
workers. 
When fully effective, the new law will 
cover 56 million workers. 
The last legislation raising the 
minimum wage was enacted eight years 
ago. 
The additional coverage goes to 5 
million federal, state and local employes, 
1 million domestics and additional retail 
store employes, service industry 
employes and farm workers. 
The minimum wage increases would be 
phased in on this schedule: 
WORKERS WHO had coverage before 
1966, an estimated 36 million, would have a 
$2 floor May 1, $2.10 Jan. 1, 1975, and $2.30 
Jan. 1, 1976. 
Those brought under coverage by the 
1966 act and the present one, $1.90 May 1, 
$2 Jan. 1, 1975; $2.20 Jan 1, 1976, and $2.30 
Jan. 1, 1977. 
Farm workers, now with a $1.30 floor, 
$160 May 1, $1.80 Jan. 1, 1975; $2 Jan. 1, 
1976; $2.20 Jan. 1, 1977 and $2.30 Jan. 1 
1978. 
The new coverage for domestic 
employes applies to those who work more 
than eight hours a week, whether for one 
or more employer, or who work as much 
. as 50 hours in a calendar quarter. 
However, casual babysitters, companions 
for elderly or ailing persons and "live-in" 
domestics are exempt. 
FULLTIME students may be employed 
for no more than 20 hours a week at 85 per­
cent of the regular wage floor. -
£ f The bill also narrows exemptions for 
overtime in some industries, grants 
modified overtime rights to police and' 
firemen, tightens the present law on child 
labor on farms an<jt< extends provision's 
aimed at job discrimination against„elder-^ 
Jy persons. 
Claim 
known for its American sympathies. It 
printed a cartoon showing Europe on its 
knees, kissing Kissinger's hand with Nixon 
nonchalantly resting his feet on a black-
lined, cross-adorned funeral notice. 
Analysts said though Nixon's attitude may 
appear controversial, it reflected the fact 
of life of U.S. military, diplomatic and 
economic weight on the world scale. 
' "Whether one likes it or not, whether 
one bows to it or not, U.S. supremacy is at 
home everywhere," Le Monde observed. 
any answprs.'T^#?'^"^ ' = Y'V I 
Sandman criticized Democrats on the 
committee for opposing St. Clair's par­
ticipation and called the committee , 
meetings "undemocratic^' 
Rep. Lawrence Hogan, R-Md., assailed 
the committee staff for its memorandum 
of impeachable .offenses, which he called a 
"very skimpy analysis slanted against the 
President." ' - v  
He said he expected the President's 
memorandum to be slanted in his favor, 
but that he expected the committee 
memorandum to have studied both sides 
of the issue. 
"I think it's unfair, too, for the chair­
man (Rodino) to blame the President and 
his attorney for the delays," he said. 
"This is not true. We should be meeting on 
a daily basis until we reach a decision on 
these matters, and that's up to the chair-
man." 
Hogan also said it was "erroneous" to 
use the analogy (of the committee) with a 
grand jury as an excuse to deny the 
President's attorney the right to cross-
examine witnesses and participate in the 
hearings. 
Democratic Rep. Don Edwards of 
California rose to challenge the testimony 
and said he was certain the majority of 
Democratic committee members would 
support having St. Clair sit in — "The only 
right thing to do." 
Lending a Hand 















A Document of Damage 
A home movie camera, operated by U.S. Rep. Donald 
Clancy of Ohio catches the devastation of one of the re-
cent tornadoes in the Cincinnati area. The films will be 
shown to Clancy's Washington colleagues as evidence of 
the storm's destruction. The house in the background can 
be rebuilt, although many others throughout the Midwest 
were reduced to rubble by the early April storms. 
if 
f 
Tanks, Artillery Dvel Along Golan 
By The Associated Press 
An Israeli fighter-bomber went down in flames ovdr the em­
battled Golan Heights front Monday, and the two pilots bailed 
out and'were captured in Lebanon. 
It was the first Israeli warplane lost over the front since the 
October war. 
Tank and artillery duels imaged from dawn to dusk along the 
length of the 40-mile Golan cease-fire line for the 28th consec-
tive day. No.casualties were reported., 
Syria said the Israeli F4 Phantom was brought down over Mt-
Hermon by its air defense system, apparently meaning a mis­
sile. But Israel denied this, saying the plane burst into flames 
because of "a technical hitch." 
Lebanon said the plane crashed in the Arkoub region near the 
village of Chebba, only six miles north of the Israeli border and 
about 40 miles south of Beirut. -
A LEBANESE spokesman said the two pilots were safe and 
said they were picked up about three miles west of Chebba. He 
did not say where they were being held. 
Israel admitted using warplanes for, the first time since the 
October war on Saturday. It said air strikes were ordered after 
the Syrians attacked an Israeli position on 9,000-foot Mt. Her-
mon, on the northern tip of the heights. 
IN DAMASCUS, informed sources said Syrian delegates will 
leave for Washington within the next 48 hours for talks with 
Secretary-of State Henry A. Kissinger on disengagement with 
Israel on the heights. 
They said the Syrian team will be headed by Brig. Gen. 
Hikmak Chehabi, chief of Syrian army intelligence, and will in­
clude a few military and Foreign Ministry experts. 
In Jerusalem, Premier Golda Meir spent the day consulting 
with her Labor Party on whether to get rid of Defense Minister 
Moshe Dayan, whose departure from the cabinet could bring 
down the .government. 
BUT SHE WAS unable to pull her bickering party together, 
postponed a key meeting of the party leadership set for Monday 
night, and left the crisis unresolved. 
The crisis focused on the report of a government-appointed 
commission investigating Israel's lack of preparations for the 
October war. 
The commission blamed the chief of staff, Lt. Gen. David 
Elazar, and his intelligence director — who both resigned — but 
cleared Dayan's name. 
However, many members of Dayan's own Labor Party called 
for Dayan to share the blame and quit. 
• • • 
UNITED NATIONS (UPI) — The United Nations Security 
Council decided 13-0 Monday to extend the mandate of the U.N. 
Emergency Forces (UNEF) in the Middle East for another six 
months, until Oct. 24. 
China and Iraq abstained. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim 
had recommended continued operation of the UNEF. 
The UNEF was authorized last Oct. 26 by the council for a six-
month period ending April 25. The council then decided on a 
force of up to 7,000 men at a total cost of $30 million for the six 
months. 
Tile present strength of the force is 6,788 men from 12 coun­
tries — Austria, Canada, Finland, Ghana, Indonesia, Ireland, 





WASHINGTON (UPI) - The first in­
direct evidence was reported Monday sup­
porting the theory that the strength of 
gravity on- earth and throughout the un­
iverse is slowly weakening. 
Dr. Thomas C. Van Flandern, an 
astronomer at the U.S. Naval Obser­
vatory, measured the orbital speed of the 
moon with the precision of an atomic 
clock to determine that the force of gravi­
ty apparently is decreasing at the rate of 
one part in 10 billion per year. 
This means, he said in an interview, that 
a 150-pound man would lose 7 millionths of 
a gram of weight a year. A gram is 
roughly the weight of a paperclip. 
Van Flandern presented his findings at 
the opening of a week-long meeting of the 
American Geophysical Union. He said his 
work was based on a theory proposed two 
years ago by Cambridge University 
astronomer Fred Hoyle. 
The basis for the work is the assumption 
that if gravity is weakening, the orbits of 
planets about the sun, or the moon about 
the earth, would slowly expand and the 
time for each orbit would gradually in­
crease. The orbital time of the moon was 
easiest to measure, but it is also known 
that the friction of tidal forces between 
the earth and moon is slowing the moon's 
orbit. / 
Hoyle. suggested that if the role played 
by tidal forces were removed from the 
calculations, the role of a decrease of 
gravity could be measured. Van Flandern, 
using the calculations of two other scien­
tists, subtracted the tidal factor and found 
that what presumably is weakening of 
gravity is allowing the moon to move 
away from the earth about 4 centimeters a 
year — about IVz inches — to increase its 
orbital period one two-thousandths of a se­
cond a year. 
"This is the'first numerical result which 
appears to have as its most probable ex­
planation that gravity is decreasing," he 
said. _ 
Weakening of gravity would have major 
implications for the earth and moon. It 
would mean, for example, that the earth is 
expanding at the rate of less than 1 cen: 
timeter per century. That, he said, could 
explain why the continents of earth seem 
to be slowly drifting apart. 
In Ul Area 
By JEFF SAMFIELD 
Traffic oh IH 35 near the University was 
rerouted onto frontage roads between 
Manor Road and East 15th Street Monday. 
The East 19th street crossing also was 
closed, eliminating all cross traffic, 
Travis A. Long, district director for the 
Texas Highway Department, said. 
The detour will reman in effect for ap­
proximately nine months while the bridge 
crossing at East 19th Street is removed 
and replaced with a new structure design­
ed to span the eight lanes of expressway 
below it,. Long aid. 
Long said he does not expect traffic flow 
to be slowed by the detour, since freeway 
motorists will not have to contend with 
traffic lights. 
He also foresees no problems for 
University students exiting to the campus 
from IH 35. 
Motorists wishing to enter IH 35 from 
19th Street will follow these procedures: 
• Traveling east on 19th Street, wanting 
to go noth on IH 35: turn left on Red River 
Street, then right to the Manor Road 
crossing. 
• Traveling west on 19th Street, wanting 
to go north on'IH 35: form one lane, turn 
right and continue north onto the frontage 
road in the outermost lane without stop* 
ping. ' 
• Traveling east on 19th Street-arid wan 
ting to go south on IH 35: tuni right 
without stopping. 
• Traveling west on 19th Street, wanting 
to go south on IH 35: use Chicon Street 
south to either the 12th, Sixth or First 
Street crossings. 
to m.&S N»rth 
IS* St. 
IH 35 Detour 
I 
—Skatch by Mary Yimmo 
neuis 
Ethiopia Announces Reform) 
ADDIS ABABA (UPI) — The Ethiopian government Monday announced a 
series of far-reaching social and economic reforms designed to settle the na­
tion down after nearly two months of riots and rebellion. 
A policy statement released Monday night said the reforms woyld cover 
administration, education, development, wages and prices, employment, 
foreign investment and land ownership. i , f • 
Diplomatic sources said the land reformproposals were aimed directly at 
Ethiopians orthodox church and Emperor Haile Selassie, both of whom own 
jrves of prime lands. 
Lending Rate Chilli Market 
NEW YORK (AP) - A record-
tying 10 percent prime leqding rate 
posted by a New York bank sent 
another chill through the stock 
market Monday. ^ 
The Dow Jones average of 30 in­
dustrials dropped 7.58 to 839.96, and 
the New York Stock Exchange 
composite was down .52 .to 49.03, 
putting both indicators at their 
lowest closing levels since mid-
February. ' •• 
New York Stock Exchange closing 
indexes: -
All stocks 49.03 Off 0.52 
Industrial 53.60 Off 0.58 
Transportation 35.86 Off 0,41 
Utility. ....33.04 Off 0.22 
Finance 58.44 Off 0.81 
Equivalent to a loss of 34 cents in 
the average price ojf a NYSE .com­
mon share >] , -' v 
Volume 10,740,000 shares. " 
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